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Abstract 
Of thesis entitled: 
Histories in Fictions: The Configuration of Hong Kong 
in Xu Xi，s History 's Fiction and David T.K. Wong's Hons Kons Stones 
Submitted by SIU Lok-Yi 
for the degree of Master of Philosophy in English Literary Studies 
at The Chinese University of Hong Kong in August 2006 
The configuration of Hong Kong in historical narratives emerges not merely 
as an interest among authors, but a literary tactic to make history interact with 
literature. By doing so, it is believed that the essence of the place may be preserved 
and revitalized despite the flow of time. 
Stimulated by the intellectual contribution from writers and critics in Hong 
Kong English writings, this thesis examines historical narratives published by two 
Asian writers, Xu Xi and David T.K. Wong, who work on contemporary Hong Kong 
English fiction. 
This thesis hypothesizes that both authors have adopted literary approaches that 
make it possible to incorporate various accounts of Hong Kong histories into their 
historical narratives. The two books of Hong Kong histories in fiction, named 
respectively as History 's Fiction and Hong Kong Stories, thus serve as a discourse 
that exists alongside the official discourse of Hong Kong History. While the official 
discourse, such as Hong Kong Yearbooks, local newspaper collections as well as 
academic history books, provides records of Hong Kong history to the public, the 
discourse formulated in historical narratives serves as an alternative for exploring the 
multiplicity and fluidity of histories. Most importantly, such historical narratives not 
only require the reader to interpret fictions as experiences, rather than texts, but also 
attempt to configure Hong Kong in the post-colonial era. 
The introductory chapter of this thesis commences with Bill Ashcroft's notion 
of historical interpolation highlighted in Post-Colonial Transformation. The 
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theoretical framework then embraces discussions about post-colonial studies by three 
prominent critics, namely Edward Said, Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak and Homi 
Bhabha. The second chapter defines the scope of this research and subsequently 
provides a panoramic view of Hong Kong English fiction as a rendezvous. The third 
and fourth chapters involve textual analysis of History 's Fiction and Hong Kong 
Stories. Chapter three studies the historical events represented in the four short 
stories selected from History 's Fiction, namely "Chung King Mansion", "The 
Yellow Line", "Allegro Quasi Una Fantasia" and "Insignificant Moments in the 
History of Hong Kong", which are set in the episodes from the 1960s to the 1990s. In 
chapter four, despite the absence of a concrete chronological framework in Hong 
Kong Stories, three individual stories are chosen from the collection, including "Miss 
Tsushima", "The Cocktail Party" and "The Revolt of Grass”，so as to form a parallel 


















本論文的首章一開始提出了 Bill Ashcroft (阿希克洛夫特）在P o s t -
Transformation (《後殖民的轉變》)—書中歷史插補的槪念，藉這個 
理論性的框架，本文討論三位超卓的評論家有關後殖民地學術的硏究，他們是 
Edward Said (薩依德），Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak (史碧娃克）和 Homi Bhabha. 
(巴巴）；第二章全面地介紹香港英文小說的全貌；第三和第四章展開（《香港 
人的短歷史》)和Hong Kong Stories《香港故事》的語篇分析。第三章跟《香 
港人的短歷史》中四個短篇故事有關，它們是“Chung King Mansion"(《重慶 
大廈》）�“The Yellow Line，，（《黃色的線》）�"Allegro Quasi Una Fantasia” 
(《狂想奏鳴曲》）和 “Insignificant Moments in the History of Hong Kong" 
(《香港歷史中不重要的時刻》，這幾個故事分別以一九六零至一九九零年代 
作爲背景；在第四章中，儘管《香港故事》並沒有一個實質的時序框架，但仍 
能從中挑選出“Miss Tsushima，，(《津島小姐》)�"The Cocktail Party"(《雞 
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Contextualizing the Context: Reading Histories in Fictions 
In some lexicons, at least, context is an anti-essentialist slogan; to 
contextualize is to expose the history of what might otherwise seem outside 
history, natural and thus universal, that is, the essence. (Ellen Rooney in "In a 
Word: Interview") 
History-writing and Story-telling 
Reading histories in fictions is a matter of context. The word context, according 
to Merriam- Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, has two meanings. First, it means the parts 
of a discourse that surround a word or passage and can throw light on its meaning. 
Second, it means the interrelated condition in which something exists or occurs. 
Therefore, contextualizing the context indicates a quest from dislocation to relocation， 
from displacement to replacement, so that the essence of the subject would be put "in 
place", that is, in its proper form, proper position as well as assessment. It justifies why 
in Ellen Rooney's interview with Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak on the topic of 
essentialism collected in Outside in the Teaching Machine, Rooney equates context with 
reading: "Context would thus emerge as a synonym for reading, in that to read is to 
demarcate a context" (Spivak, 1993: 1). Such lexical juxtaposition, on one hand, 
simplifies the complex functioning of cognitive comprehension. However, on the other 
hand, it hints at the existence of further problems, such as misreading, misinterpretation 
as well as misrepresentation. In Rooney's discussion about essentialism, she criticizes 
that "essentialism appears as a certain resistance to reading, an emphasis on the 
constraints of form, the limits at which a particular form so compels us as to 'stipulate' 
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an analysis" (Spivak, 1993:1). The diction, context, is also subjected to similar 
accusation. The idea of setting up a context, thus, is always manipulative in nature. 
Context, as a tool in discourse, may be considered as constructive on one hand, but 
destructive on the other hand. 
Despite the above concern, the central idea of this thesis still involves 
pinpointing a context in which two totally different elements, histories and fictions, are 
placed together. The juxtaposition of histories and fictions provides an interesting, but 
also confusing picture. In this thesis, it should be noted that the term. History, is 
capitalized when it refers to the archive of historical documents in general, such as 
yearbooks and newspapers. However, "histories" are distinguished from History in the 
following discussion so as to highlight the plurality and fluidity of historical narratives 
that are represented in fictions. Meanwhile, fictions are put in plural form as they refer 
to varieties in the field. 
As one draws histories and fictions into comparison, it seems that they are two 
distinct and contradictory forms of literary representation. The former term, history, is 
used in singular form when it signifies a genuine record of the past. It implies moral 
responsibilities to the whole community of human civilization. Hence, just as being a 
witness in court, there is an unwritten expectation of hearing the whole truth from a 
witness as well as the history/ histories that he/she inscribes. The latter term, fictions, 
however, implies imagination as well as invention. According to the Merriam-Webster's 
Encyclopedia of Literature, fiction is a form of literature created from the imagination, 
not presented as fact, though it may be based on a true story or situation. Novels, short 
stories and novella are typical examples of fiction. To put it another way, one may 
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claim that fiction is bom to be complementary to history. While history is offering 
truthful records of social and cultural development, fiction works as a magical drip of 
raindrop upon the dryness in ordinary daily life. It provides room for fantasy without 
losing its capacity to be a mirror, a social mirror that yields not only reflection of the 
contemporary reality, but also reflective thinking, no matter whether individual or 
collective. Therefore, though readers will not tolerate ambiguous fictional elements 
being mingled with supposedly truthful historical facts, they always welcome the 
incorporation of historical elements into fictions. The birth of semi-fictional genres, such 
as the historical novel, memoir, biography and autobiography, may drop a hint of 
shadow areas that tolerate the co-existence of histories and fictions. 
However, the discussion about reading histories in fictions proposed in this thesis 
is an issue that is far more complicated than just focusing on a genre that is known as a 
co-production of histories and fictions. In this thesis, histories and fictions are 
interwoven as a context that supports further literary discussion arising in relation to 
post-colonial studies. First of all, it should be noted that the introduction and definition 
of the two generic terms, histories and fictions, addressed in the beginning of this 
chapter involves only basic etymological classification. Such etymological 
understanding of the two terms, however, does not adequately sustain further literary 
discussion of the two. The idea of interrelating histories with fictions becomes more 
thought-provoking when one locates them complementarily in a specific context. In this 
thesis, the targeted context is Hong Kong English fictions. Meanwhile, in this chapter, in 
order to facilitate the establishment of a clear theoretical framework for further textual 
« * 
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analysis in chapters three and four, post-colonial theory is selected as the template for 
current literary discussion about histories and fictions. 
In post-colonial studies, colonial and post-colonial discourses are two 
inseparable concepts that favor consecutive contextual formulation. In Post-Colonial 
Transformation, Bill Ashcroft spends a whole chapter entitled "History" to explore how 
literature can be interpreted as a shadow area that tolerates historical interpolation in 
colonial and post-colonial discourses: 
A key strategy in the transformation of history is therefore the interpolation of 
historical discourse. This involves not simply the insertion of a contestatory 
voice, a different version, or a radical perspective, although it may involve all 
these, but an entry into the discourse which disrupts its discursive features and 
reveals the limitations of the discourse itself. This form of interpolation does 
not occur only in literary texts, of course, but it is in literary texts that some of 
the most disruptive and evocative potentialities of historical interpolation may 
occur because it is in literature that the allegorical nature of historical 
discourse becomes revealed, (Ashcroft, 2001: 103) 
In the introductory paragraph, Ashcroft initiates his discussion about history, especially 
the imperial one, by highlighting the underlying ideology. From Ashcroft，s point of 
view, there are four elements that constitute history as "a teleology that is divinely 
ordained", namely "sequentiality, inevitability, purpose and authority" (Ashcroft，2001: 
103). It is taken for granted that these four elements do exist and support the credibility 
and infallibility of history. As a matter of consequence, people tend to equate history to 
the flow of time. Furthermore, it is believed that history signifies power and authority 
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that seem to be unchallengeable. It is based upon the traditionally authorized 
understanding of history that Ashcroft secures his position to counter-argue that 
transformation of history does exist, especially in post-colonial discourse. 
First of all, in Ashcroft's argument, history never simply indicates the passage of 
time. Rather, history is a form of discourse or discursive power: "History, indeed 
temporality itself, is a construction of language and culture" (Ashcroft, 2001: 83). The 
four ideological elements that configure history are regarded merely as discursive 
features that condition the sustainability of the discourse. On one hand, history implies a 
spirit to investigate the past by keeping the question of "What happened?" in mind 
(Ashcroft, 2001: 83). On the other hand, history involves the imposition of narrative that 
constructs the pseudo-sequentiality and orderliness established in historical accounts. 
The idea of story-telling then arouses the concern for understanding the plot behind. In 
the case of colonial discourse, the question involves unveiling the facet of history as a 
means to manipulate interpretation of human time and space. As long as history is 
understood as a discourse that offers representation, misrepresentation is likely to co-
exist within the same discourse. Regarding the reliability of discourse, many prestigious 
scholars, such as Michel Foucault and M.M. Bahktin, have shown their suspicion 
towards it. In the case of colonial discourse, Edward Said is a well known critic who has 
established the notion of Orientalism by highlighting the assumed inaccessibility of a 
real Orient in the colonial discourse. In Orientalism, Said argues that there is indeed a 
strong sense of misrepresentation in the Western conception of its Oriental Other. To 
Said, representation is somehow a form of misrepresentation: 
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the real issue is whether indeed there can be a true representation of anything, 
or whether any and all representations, because they are representations, are 
embedded first in language and then in the culture, institutions and political 
ambience of the representer . . .we must be prepared to accept the fact that a 
representation is ... implicated, intertwined, embedded, interwoven with a 
great many other things beside the ‘truth，，which is itself a representation. 
(Said, 1978: 272) 
If Orientalism denotes a problematic representation of the Oriental Other in the imperial 
history known as colonial discourse, it justifies Ashcroft's attempt to extend his 
argument about history and historical interpolation further in the area of post-colonial 
discourse. 
From Ashcroft's point of view, as history is defined in terms of discourse that 
includes both representation and misrepresentation, the absolute authority of history is 
likely to be challenged or even abolished from time to time. History becomes 
transformable. There is always room to interpolate history or historical discourse as long 
as one is capable of securing "an entry into the discourse which disrupts its discursive 
features and reveals the limitations of the discourse itself (Ashcroft, 2001: 103). 
Therefore, Ashcroft suggests that literature is a preferable entry to interpolate history, 
taking into consideration that literature is always equipped with its "disruptive", 
"evocative" or even "allegorical" power (Ashcroft, 2001: 103). 
In post-colonial discourse, it is out of the perceived unreliability of history as 
well as the fluidity of literature that writers start launching the interplay between 
histories and fictions in post-colonial fiction writing. First of all, history itself is a very 
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broad term that attracts scholars of different disciplines to define and explore. In the case 
of literature or literary studies, the notion of history is very often interpreted as a 
complete generic unit that facilitates the generation of literature. The idea of reading 
literature, no matter in terms of prose or poetry, involves a certain degree of historical 
and cultural comprehension. There are certainly many underlying reasons that deserve 
further scholarly investigation. To put it simply here, one may classify literature in terms 
of language and culture. For instance, when one refers to English literature, the genre 
does not simply indicate literature that is written in the language of English. Rather, it is 
also expected that the term, English literature, is associated with the history and culture 
of English people as an ethnic group in general. It justifies why English literature is 
distinguished from American literature in terms of both content and writing style, even 
though both of the two genres are written in the language of English. 
Furthermore, one reads English or American literature not only to grasp the 
language, but also the history and culture that configure the literary pieces. The situation 
becomes more prominent when one takes the experience of reading Shakespearean plays 
as an example. There are various levels of literacy to achieve before one claims that he 
or she reads and understands Shakespeare's Richard II. The first level to deal with is 
always the language. One may loosely nickname the English language adopted in 
Shakespeare's writing as Shakespearean English. If this is the case, there is a 
prerequisite for contemporary readers to trace back to the history of English before they 
can understand the language semantically. Second, as Richard II is known as one of 
Shakespeare's famous history plays, the reader is expected to grasp the history behind 
the scenes, especially the royal history. The discussion above just focuses on the relation 
0 » 
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between history and fiction. There are certainly many other factors, such as politics and 
authorship, which may also highly influence one's understanding of Shakespearean 
works. 
As a matter of fact, the relation between history and fiction is so closely 
interwoven that scholars often find it contributive to draw mutual references between the 
two in literary analysis. In Post-colonial Transformation, history is defined in its 
singular form as a consistent and coherent unit of discourse: "History is a method rather 
than a truth, an institutional formalization of stories we tell ourselves to make sense of 
our lives" (Ashcroft, 2001: 86). The author believes that it is through interpreting history 
as a discourse or a form of narrative that "the question of the truth or fiction of history” 
may be resolved (Ashcroft, 2001: 86). 
Tracing back to the interrelation between "history" and "fiction", it is important 
to clarify the underlying difference between putting the two terms complementarily in 
singular form and in plural form. In most cases, both history and fiction are placed in 
singular form, rather than in plural form. However，stimulated by the thought of reading 
history as narrative, the central idea of this thesis proposes diversifying the notion of 
history by putting it in plural form. As history is now read as a form of narrative in the 
argument, history-writing then involves the construction of narrative sequence, a clip art 
of conflation which gives the reader a sense of temporal and spatial order on the spot of 
1 
reading. Therefore, what history deals with is never just about the past. The concept of 
history is in fact negotiated between perpetuation and temporality. By reading history in 
terms of plurality, the hybrid and dynamic side of history is emphasized. History is 
always masked as if it is stable and static; an alternative approach is to read history in its 
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plural form. Drawing reference from Bahktin's notion of heteroglossia, histories may 
refer to historical discourses or various voices of history-telling that one may recognize 
in fiction. They exist alongside the official discourse, known as History. Similarly, in the 
field of literary studies, fiction in its singular form refers to a specific genre in literature. 
The idea of putting fiction as fictions in this thesis aims at highlighting the fact that there 
are numerous variations of fiction in Hong Kong literature. The two collections of short 
stories are selected from the corpus of Hong Kong fiction written in English. Within the 
framework of this thesis, each of the chosen short stories can be treated as an 
independent unit of fiction itself. Still, as the short stories are published in a collection of 
Hong Kong stories, they may also be read in a sequence. By so doing, the short stories 
are analyzed as the histories of Hong Kong that form an alternative discourse outside the 
official discourse of Hong Kong History. 
Histories in Fictions as a Context in Post-colonial Studies 
In the earlier discussion, attention has been drawn to the interwoven relation 
between histories and fictions. In the following discussion, it is necessary to further 
extend the argument and put it into the context of post-colonial studies. There are two 
questions that immediately come to mind. First, why do histories and fictions matter in 
the studies of colonial and post-colonial discourses? Second, the central idea suggested 
in this thesis involves reading "histories in fictions" as a context or a form of 
representation that necessarily undergoes plotted selection and omission. As one tries to 
locate the context of histories in fictions in the area of post-colonial studies, what 
similarities can be drawn in the comparison between the two areas in terms of 
representation? 
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To facilitate the flow of the argument, this thesis begins with the very first 
question addressed. Why bother to talk about histories and fictions in post-colonial 
studies? The earlier introduction of Ashcroft's view foreshadows the interrelation 
between history and fiction in the context of post-colonial studies. However, as post-
colonial studies is such a newly established area for ongoing theoretical and literary 
discussion in recent decades, it is very important to clarify the term, "post-colonial" 
beforehand. 
The Term, "Post-colonial" 
First of all, the term "post-colonial" is very seductive in that it reminds one of its 
literal meaning, "after the colonial". The extensive scope of influence imposed by 
imperialism and colonialism upon the world justifies our interest in observing what is 
likely to happen after the era of imperial rule. Such interest has been rapidly formulating 
the discourse of post-colonial studies, which is also known as post-colonial discourse. 
Before launching this study in post-colonial discourse, it is essential to draw 
references from critics who try very hard to define the term, post-colonality and/or post-
colonialism. As the prefix, post-, suggests, it is impossible to talk about post-coloniality 
or post-colonialism without, as a matter of sequence, dealing with the notion of 
colonialism or coloniality first. However, in Peter Brooker's A Concise Glossary of 
Cultural Theory, there are no direct definitions for the term, colonialism, recorded in the 
book. Instead, the author urges the readers to take reference from the other two notions, 
orientalism and post-colonialism, to gain a better understanding of the initial term, 
colonialism. Similar referral patterns among the three terms, colonialism, post-
t * 
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colonialism as well as orientalism in colonial and post-colonial discourse appear very 
often in other academic glossaries. 
To comprehend the term, colonialism, etymologically, there is a simple statement 
from Merriam- Webster's Collegiate Dictionary which describes colonialism as a form of 
"control by one power over a dependent area or people" {Merriam- Webster's Collegiate 
Dictionary). The diction incorporated in the statement, namely control, power as well as 
dependence, soon draws one's attention to the central areas of power, knowledge and 
discourse which are frequently addressed in post-colonial studies, subjected to the 
influence of critics, like Edward Said and Michel Foucault. Hence, when one attends to 
the discussion about colonialism and post-colonialism, it is inevitable to pinpoint the 
interplay of power relations between the colonizer and the colonized, no matter it occurs 
in the field of economics, politics, philosophy, humanities or literature. In Oxford 
English Dictionary Online (OED), there is a footnote for the word colonialism, which 
not only refers to "the colonial system or principle" (OED), but also frequently bears a 
"derogatory sense of an alleged policy of exploitation of backward or weak people by a 
large power" (OED). 
Therefore, though intellectuals and critics fail to give a precise consent to the 
definition of colonialism and post-colonialism, very often, they deepen their discussion 
and analysis upon the issue by treating the notions as points of departure. For instance, 
in the introduction written by Peter Childs and Patrick Williams in An Introduction to 
Post-Colonial Theory, the authors attempt to clarify the notion of post-colonialism by 
raising a number of wh-questions, including when, where, who and what is the post-
colonial. Such a series of wh-attempt, though seemingly superficial, does provide a 
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fundamental picture for beginners to glimpse at the issue, which seems ambivalently 
familiar and unfamiliar. This is true especially for those who live under the prolonged 
shadows of the colonial history and culture, without even noticing it. 
In the introductory chapter, "Introduction: Points of departure", Childs and 
Williams first deal with the issue of time in post-colonialism. As a matter of fact, there is 
always a problem of misreading in notions which are termed under the suffix，-ism, as 
well as the prefix, -post, since both the two word roots tend to mislead readers to 
understand the term chronologically and isolate the notions intrinsically as a 
phenonmenon that is subjected merely to periodization. As pointed out by Childs and 
Williams, on one hand, it is inappropriate to define the term, post-colonialism, by only 
referring it to "a period coming after the end of colonialism" (Childs and Williams, 1997: 
1). On the other hand, it may be also notorious for one to reinterpret the notion as a 
phenomenon of continuity without highlighting its specificity and put it into proper 
context of historical or cultural discussion. 
To Childs and Williams, it is inadequate to provide a definition for post-
colonialism which is built upon the matter of chronological sequence. The main concern 
is addressed in The Empire Writes Back., 
We use the term "post-colonial', however, to cover all the culture affected by 
the imperial process from the moment of colonization to the present day. This 
is because there is a continuity of preoccupations throughout the historical 




On one hand, the highlighted concept, "a continuity of preoccupations" {The Empire 
Writes Back, 2)，has vividly enriched the scope of colonial influence. By extending the 
life span of colonial rule as "a continuity of preoccupations", Childs and Williams point 
out that the term "post-colonial" never suggests the sharp end of colonial influence. On 
the other hand, the idea of reading post-coloniality as “a continuity of preoccupations" 
may also generate further problems of ambiguity and dilemma. As one considers the 
continual preoccupations imposed by the colonial power upon the colonized area, it is 
not only a matter of chronological records of contractual occupation. The idea of 
preoccupation deepens the implication of colonial influence since it does not merely 
indicate the contractual relation between the colonizer and the colonized built upon 
territorial rule under legal terms, but also prompts the thought of cultural, mental or even 
psychological occupation. The diction, preoccupation, hints at a sense of obsession or 
absent-mindedness. The power of colonial influence should not be diminished into 
momentary intrusion from the colonizer to the colonized within the stated contractual 
colonial periods. The economic, political, social and cultural transformations in the 
colonized area throughout the era of colonization often result in a total reshaping of the 
colonized area. The transformations also bring forward the birth of an ontological entity 
in which glands of mother culture and foreign culture mingle. The incorporation of the 
two results in a new mode of representation which is generally understood as hybrid and 
multi-cultural. 
In order to validate the notion of post-colonialism, it is essential to frame it with 
a proper context. As suggested by a Canadian critic, Stephen Slemon, post-colonialism 
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does not serve "synonomymously with a post-independence historical period in once-
colonialized nations" {Past the Last Post, 1991: 2). Instead: 
It locates a specifically anti- or post-colonial discursive purchase in culture, 
one which begins in the moment that colonial power inscribes itself onto the 
body and space of its Others and which continues as an often occulted 
tradition into the modem theatre of neo-colonialist international relations. 
{Past the Last Post, 1991: 3). 
In the brief clarification of post-colonialism mentioned above, there embeds 
several ideas that arouse much controversy as well as theoretical discussion, circulating 
among critics and intellectuals. First of all, it is interesting to note that Slemon identifies 
the notion of post-colonialism as a form of "discursive purchase in culture" {Past the 
Last Post, 1991: 3). The adjective, discursive, probably derives from Foucault's 
discussion about discourse, power and knowledge. 
By drawing reference from Foucault's notion of truth and power as a footnote to 
Stephen Slemon's remarks on post-colonialism, one may apply Slemon's disagreement 
on equating post-colonialism "synonomymously with a post-independence historical 
period in once-colonialized nations" {Past the Last Post, 1991: 2) to the case of Hong 
Kong. Unlike other post-colonial areas, such as India, Hong Kong has never gained its 
independence. From the Sino-British Joint Declaration signed in 1984 to the actual 
return of Hong Kong to China in 1997, people witnessed that the past, the present as 
well as the future of Hong Kong was never placed in the hands of the locals. Rather, the 
city of Hong Kong remains being ruled or even "colonized" between the sovereignties of 
Britain and China. It is mainly the notion of history, ancestorship as well as ethnic value 
* * 
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gives rise to patriotism as well as enthusiasm over the Handover. Underneath, the major 
concern of the local community remains rather pragmatic. They put money, prosperity 
as well as stability in the highest priority. While a number of local political parties, such 
as the Democratic Party, Liberal Party and The Frontier, are upholding the notion of 
autonomy and liberty, the majority of Hong Kong people may know little about what it 
really means. To most of them, the notion of autonomy is not the same as independence. 
Though most Hong Kong people do not mean to fight for political independence, they 
are equipped with a sense of resistance against any manipulation that may be derived 
from post-colonial rule. 
Such phenomenon echoes what Edward Said has suggested in Orientalism from 
which post-colonialism should be understood as discourse of resistance, rather than 
merely a historical period after colonialism. In the case of Hong Kong, there also exists a 
discourse of resistance in the local community, even though the discourse often takes its 
form as organized and peaceful demonstrations. In the year of 1997, Hong Kong 
returned to the sovereignty of her mother country，China. Still, the principle of "One 
Country, Two Systems" legitimated in the Basic Law permits the pursuit of autonomy 
through various legal means. Peaceful demonstration is the most popular channel for the 
local community to proclaim their resistance. The Great March (大遊行)is a recent and 
typical example. The event first took place on July, 2003. Originally, it was estimated 
to be just a small-scale demonstration initiated by a local political party. Unexpectedly, 
the demonstration attracted a considerable number of participants. In 2004 and 2005, 
The Great March took place on the date of July annually. Yet, the actual number of 
participants who took part in the event remains rather controversial. For further 
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reference, it is worthy paying attention to an essay co-written by two academics from the 
Chinese University of Hong Kong, entitled as "How to Calculate the Headcounts taken 
place in The Great March" <http://hk:upop.hku.hk/chinese/columns/columns23.html>. 
Apart from the statistics, there are certainly many other issues that are worth 
further examination, such as the changes of themes highlighted in the event throughout 
the years, the combinations of participants involved as well as the responses from the 
mass media, the local government and the central sovereignty of China. However, 
focusing on the discussion about the mechanism of resistance that exists in post-colonial 
discourse, The Great March in Hong Kong can be cited as an example to illustrate one 
main issue: the local community has set up a mechanism of resistance against improper 
policies so as to protect the stability and prosperity established before the Handover. 
Hong Kong people bear the concept of resistance in mind just in case that they may lose 
the awareness unconsciously one day. Yet, from the bottom of their hearts, they have no 
intention to become politically independent from the rule of China. The incident of The 
Great March provides an interesting, but also ambiguous picture for describing the local 
post-colonial discourse. On one hand, The Great March illustrates Hong Kong people's 
awareness of resistance. On the other hand, the details involved in the demonstrations 
show the ambivalence of Hong Kong people towards some basic questions involved in 
any sort of resistance, such as "Who to resist?" and "What to resist?". 
Regarding the mechanism of resistance established in the local community, there 
embed many aspects which deserve attention. The interest of this thesis, however, is not 
placed on resistance. Instead, the central argument aims at exploring another issue in 
post-colonial studies which often co-exists with resistance in terms of cause-and-effect 
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relation: that is representation. To put the argument more directly, what kinds of 
representation are derived from the colonial discourse that may arouse bad feeling as 
well as resistance? If writers and critics engaged in the area of post-colonial discourse 
are likely to challenge or even abolish the preoccupied representation that exists in 
colonial discourse, what can be rebuilt as new modes of representation in post-colonial 
discourse? 
An understanding of the term, "post-colonial", can never be fully built upon 
several conclusive remarks. Still, the above discussion aims at clarifying how to 
approach post-colonial studies. First, it is preferable to regard post-colonial studies as an 
approach to deal with discourse that originated from "a continuity of preoccupations" 
{The Empire Writes Back, 2) and existed even before colonization took place. The idea 
then unveils the limitation of understanding post-coloniality merely as a historical era. 
Second, by identifying the key discursive feature embedded in colonial and post-colonial 
discourses, namely representation, the central issue addressed in this thesis, histories in 
fictions, is also likely to surface in the area of post-colonial studies. As introduced in the 
beginning of this chapter, both histories and fictions can be regarded as forms of 
representation themselves. When the two areas are juxtaposed and interwoven together 
as "histories in fictions", it gives birth to a new mode of representation in post-colonial 
writing. Therefore, in order to validate the idea of reading histories in fictions as 
enrichment in post-colonial studies, it is crucial to refer back to the second question that 
was formerly addressed: what similarities can be drawn into comparison between the 




Representation in Colonial Discourse 
Representation is a key element in both colonial and post-colonial discourses. 
Said's argument in Orientalism may be regarded as a pioneering attempt that arouses 
concern for the representation of the colonial "Others" in colonial discourse. 
In Said's Orientalism, Said criticized that the western portrayal of the Orientals 
was not "constructed out of biological determination and moral-political admonishment" 
(Said, 1978:207). Rather: 
The Oriental was linked thus to elements in Western society (delinquents, the 
insane, women, the poor) having in common an identity best described as 
lamentably alien. Orientals were rarely seen or looked at: they were seen 
through，analysed not as citizens, or even people, but as problems to be solved 
or confined, or - as the colonial powers openly coveted their territory - taken 
over. (Said, 1978: 207). 
In Said's opinion, the Oriental is a western other, as "the repository of all those 
characteristics deemed non-Western” (Childs and Williams, 1997: 100). Many of Said's 
publications, especially Orientalism (1978) and Culture and Imperialism (1994), help 
cast an eye on the ways that Orientalism activates and survives through its alliance with 
other notions of discourse and power, such as imperialism: 
All the energies poured into critical theory, into novel and demystifying 
theoretical praxes like the new historicism and deconstruction and Marxism 
have avoided the major, I would say determining, political horizon of modem 
Western culture, namely imperialism. (Said, 1994: 70). 
Intellectuals' concern about imperialism does not cease over the previous decades and 
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radially penetrates into various contexts, namely colonialism, post-colonialism and 
globalization. According to Said, the power of imperialism is put in a form that is far 
more than territorial expansion. Rather, its power is shaped into a form of discursive 
power that monitors the relation between Europe and the rest of the world. What 
concerns Said most in Orientalism, hence, is the problematic but unconscious 
representation of the Oriental Other in colonial discourse: 
...unaware of the extent to which the ideas of discourse and discipline are 
assertively European and how, along with the use of discipline to employ 
masses of detail (and human beings), discipline was also used to administer， 
study and reconstruct- then subsequently to occupy, rule and exploit - almost 
the whole of the non-European world. (Said, 1993: 222). 
Said's contribution to the development of post-colonial discourse does not 
merely lie in the fact that he recognizes the problems of representation and 
misrepresentation that take place in colonial discourse, but also his insight in proposing 
a direction in which post-colonial writers and critics can work so as to deal with the 
issue of representation. In Culture and Imperialism, Said introduces his strategy as 
contrapuntal reading. The strategy involves "a simultaneous awareness both of the 
metropolitan history that is narrated [in the cultural archive] and of those other histories 
against which (and together with which) the dominating discourse acts" (Said, 1993: 59). 
Again, representation becomes the concern. For instance, in Said's critique, 
"Overlapping Territories, Intertwined Histories", there is an illustration of how the 
notion of spatiality raised in imperialism necessarily yields the contrast between the 
representation of England and Europe as the literate, civilized and empowered lands and 
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its Oriental others as the illiterate, primitive and weakening places. The contrast results 
in transformation and modification of the non-European places into a more European-
like form under the colonial rule. The molding, then, consequently nurtures resistance 
movements that 'reclaim, rename and reinhabit" (Said, 1993: 59) from the colonized. 
The processes of recognizing the representation, identifying the misrepresentation as 
well as establishing new modes of representation, thus, constitute rondos to the colonial 
history, known as the reclamation and restoration of indigenous histories in post-colonial 
discourse. 
The issue of representation initiated in colonial discourse, hence, remains 
prominent in post-colonial discourse. Just as Slemon addressed in the quote, the post-
colonial "begins in the moment that colonial power inscribes itself onto the body and 
space of its Others" {Past the Last Post: 3). The inscription, very often, results in 
dissimilation and assimilation on the body of the colonial others, subjected to influence 
and manipulation from the colonial power. It, hence, complicates the issue of 
colonialism as it not only imposes momentary and mercenary captivity on the colonized, 
but also necessarily gives birth to distortion of the colonial others. While the colonial 
powers are being portrayed from a Eurocentric point of view as the centre and the 
standard, it is inevitable for the colonized to be represented as a form of deviation, 
substandard or even distortion. Therefore, the term, "other", suggests more than just an 
alternative or option, but a sort of negation and disavowal. The notion of "other" does 
not tolerate any "inbetweenness". There is no fluidity, hybridity or flexibility in identity, 
no matter in regard to racial color, social positions or discursive power. It results in 
discriminatory binary oppositions between white and black, master and servant, the 
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privileged and the underprivileged (which Spivak terms as the subaltern) as well as the 
voiced in contrast with the muted. 
Such misrepresentation does not cease by the due date stated in the colonial 
contract. Instead, it survives even till this very moment of post-colonialism, 
masquerading itself in many other new modes of international relations, especially in 
globalism and globalization which some critics interpret as a form of neo-colonialism. 
Superficially, the notion of post-colonialism brings a brand new picture of international 
relations and neutralizes negative implications that may be connected to colonialism, 
such as repression and exploitation. Still, it cannot erase the underlying problem of 
power relations, which often turns into tension and power struggle between the 
privileged and the underprivileged. In some way, post-colonial discourse becomes a 
political discourse that chiefly concerns different modes of representation of the colonial 
subject, both the colonizer and the colonized, no matter before, via or after the period of 
colonization. 
Representation in Post-Colonial Discourse 
It is indispensable to give credit to Said's Orientalism as one discusses the issue 
of representation in colonial discourse. Still, it should be noted that much of Said's 
attention has been placed on the West, the colonizer, as he approaches the Oriental Other, 
the colonized. Furthermore, as Said's publication of Orientalism dates back to the year 
of 1978，almost three decades from now, it is believed that one needs to leap from Said 
to other post-colonial critics who further extend Said's argument into new analysis of 
representation that remains vibrant in post-colonial discourse. Here, in the discussion 
that follows, references would be drawn from two post-colonial critics, Spivak and 
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Homi Bhabha, so as to refresh the argument by highlighting representation in post-
colonial discourse that pinpoints the colonized, rather than the colonizer. Spivak and 
Bhabha can be drawn into the discussion of this thesis together since both of them select 
Said's notion of Orientalism as a point of departure and set their goals to other 
theoretical territories that may be feasibly located within post-colonial discourse. History, 
the central focus addressed in this thesis, is one of the two theorists' major concerns. 
The Subaltern and Hong Kong 
Spivak launched her academic career in post-colonial studies in the 1980s. Her 
discussion about the subaltern secures her position in the field. To deal with the effects 
of colonial history, Spivak does not pinpoint the colonial discourse that pre-exists. 
Instead, Spivak targets at recovering the indigenous histories which belong to the 
subaltern so that new topics in post-colonial discourse, such as neo-colonial relations, 
racism, global ism and globalization, may be launched for public discussion. In 1985， 
Spivak published "Subaltern Studies: Deconstructing Historiography" which indicated 
her interest in subaltern studies. In 1988，Spivak published "Can the Subaltern Speak?" 
The critique initiated a new course of studies in which the subaltern became the centre of 
controversy. There were soon a number of accusations brought against the ambiguity 
and inadequacy in Spivak's notion of subalternity. Still, to temporarily settle on 
definitions for the subaltern, one may understand the term, subaltern, as a word which 
was coined by Antonio Gramsci. In the practice of postcolonial theory, the subaltern 
refers to the marginalized groups and the lower classes. What Spivak argued in her essay 
published in 1988 has changed the current usage of the term into describing "a person 
rendered without agency by her or his social status" {The Encyclopedia of Wikipedid). 
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After gaining an elementary understanding of the subaltern, it is time to draw 
relevance between the subaltern and the situation of Hong Kong in post-colonial studies. 
As addressed in the thesis statement, the concern of this thesis lies in the alternative 
discourse of histories that exists alongside the official discourse of History. In the case 
of Hong Kong, as a post-colonial city, the co-existence of the two discourses forms an 
interesting picture. In the discourse registered as Hong Kong History, there embeds 
official historical records which date across the era between coloniality and post-
coloniality. Meanwhile, in the argument of this thesis, there exists an alternative 
discourse located in fiction. This thesis specifically studies selected examples of Hong 
Kong English fictions. Like Spivak's attempt to recover the indigenous histories of the 
subaltern, the two authors addressed in this thesis, Xu Xi and David T.K. Wong, show 
similar interest in revitalizing or even interpolating the colonial and post-colonial 
histories of Hong Kong in fictions. Still, it would be more appropriate to compare and 
contrast Spivak's refined version of the subaltern and the situations that Hong Kong 
encounters before concluding whether the city of Hong Kong can be considered as a 
member of the subaltern which is located in China. 
The first factor to draw into comparison would be the motives for recovering the 
histories of the subaltern. First of all, what Spivak does in her studies of the subaltern is 
not about playing the role of a chivalric knight. Spivak does not blindly safeguard the 
purity of the subaltern by negating the existing communication between the subaltern 
and the outside world. In contrast, the subaltern studies groups that she conducts focus 
on ‘an historical agency" (Childs and Williams, 1997: 161) that is located in the group 
of the subaltern, whose voice should be "equally instrumental, but have been under-
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represented" (ChiIds and Williams, 1997: 161) in the mainstream history of the 
colonized. Hence, to some critics, the term, "subaltern" refers to specific members of the 
colonized, their hidden stories also being regarded as another discourse of History. If 
one takes a closer look at the bait with which Spivak tempts the reader, he or she will 
soon realize that what Spivak cares about is not just the question of whether the 
subaltern is empowered to speak. 
As Spivak emphasizes in the interview, the act of speaking, in her understanding, 
should refer to "a transaction between the speaker and the listener" (Landry and 
MacLean: 1996: 289). Hence, when Spivak writes to arouse concern for a specific group 
of the subaltern, such as the women of indigenous Indian groups, she does not mean 
causally the chance of small talk or utterance that the women encounter daily. It is not 
the fact of utterance which Spivak cares about. Instead, what concerns Spivak most is 
how History tends to manipulate our interpretation of utterance: 
What I was concerned about was that even when one uttered, one was 
constructed by a certain kind of psychobiography, so that the utterance i t se l f -
this is another side of the argument - would have to be interpreted in the way 
in which we historically interpret anything (Landry and MacLean: 1996: 289). 
It is this very basic regard that Spivak pays to the subaltern that sparks an 
encounter between the subaltern and the theoretical framework adopted in this thesis. As 
a matter of fact, the subaltern studies involve only a strategy of categorization, but also a 
calling for attention to the so-called marginal in post-colonial context. In her essays, 
Spivak insists on revitalizing the power of speech that the subaltern deserves. Very often, 
people misunderstand that it is due to the geographical inaccessibility that the subaltern 
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is alienated from the global discourse. However, as Spivak pinpoints in her argument, 
the underlying root of the problem has nothing to do with physical inaccessibility or 
cultural remoteness. Rather, it is a matter of ethnic preference. Echoing Foucault's 
analysis of power and discourse, the colonized or even the ex-colonized is never given 
adequate power to speak when compared with their counterpart, the colonizer, who 
always dominates the discourse, no matter in the context of coloniality or post-
colonaility. 
In the case of Hong Kong, though it bears high level of transparency and 
accessibility in the global theatre of trade and current affairs, it still deserves a second 
thought if one claims that the city itself possesses the power of speech in post-colonial 
discourse. Superficially, Hong Kong is not bearing a heavy load of historical burdens 
from her colonial past that exist or accumulate in the society as a silencer. However, as 
Spivak argues in the notion of subaltemity, making noise is different from speaking 
while speaking is, again, different from talking. One may conclude that Spivak's 
underlying concern for the subaltern is about the power of speech. Inspired by Spivak's 
discussion about the subaltern, this thesis, nevertheless, does not aim at re-examining the 
ownership of discursive power that Hong Kong people have already been proud of. 
Instead, this thesis concerns the representation of Hong Kong in post-colonial discourse. 
There are certainly various forms of discourse existing in the society of Hong Kong. In 
this thesis, the scope of research targets at the discourse of Hong Kong English fictions 
in the post-colonial context. The textual analysis contained in this thesis involves 
examining the configuration of the city in Xu Xi and David T.K. Wong's collection of 
Hong Kong stories so as to assess how well histories (history read in plurality) verbalize 
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or silence the city, its solid past, its fluid present as well as its yet-to-be-shaped future, 
lingering across the era between coloniality and post-coloniality. 
To round up the discussion about whether the city of Hong Kong should be 
regarded as the subaltern, there are two sides to consider. On one hand, when one 
compares the situation of Hong Kong with those of the subaltern qualified in Spivak's 
subaltern studies, such as India, it is unlikely for one to associate Hong Kong with the 
subaltern in terms of geographical, economic, cultural and political accessibility and 
advancement. On the other hand, if one examines the theoretical nature of the subaltern 
in detail, it is not difficult for him or her to recognize the similarities between the two. 
From the perspective adopted in this thesis, it is more preferable to include Hong Kong 
as a member of the subaltern so that the significance of history-telling would be 
addressed. As this thesis is specifically located in Hong Kong, an interesting place that is 
equipped with both western and Chinese cultural contexts, it is also believed that the 
borrowing of western post-colonial theories under cautious adaptation into a local 
context would benefit further exploration in the field. 
Furthermore, it is noticeable that the scope of influence established by post-
colonial studies is reaching many parts of the world and involving international relations 
in various forms. However, their focus is primarily on post-colonial areas located in the 
Middle-East and Africa. This development has aroused the concern of the writer of this 
thesis. China, as a very strong developing power, plays a key role in the contemporary 
theatre of global communication. The country herself is equipped with abundant 
resources, such as money and manpower. There are also a handful of cities, such as 
Beijing, Shanghai, Hong Kong and Macau, which the central authority is proud of when 
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showing the world China's advancement in the global market. These cities are regarded 
as qualified representative of the nation. The current prominent achievement of China in 
terms of economy and power may weaken the world's attention to the fact that the 
nation itself has also been subjected to the influence of imperialism as well as 
colonialism in the previous centuries. Hong Kong, as a post-colonial city which returns 
to the embrace of her mother country, is both a witness and a litigant in the court if one 
chooses not to ignore its colonial past as well as its post-colonial present. The situation, 
thus, motivates the formulation of this thesis. If the act of including Hong Kong as a 
member of the subaltern grants a motive for recovering the histories of the place, then 
what is the mechanism that exists to regulate the representation adopted in those 
histories? What are the key elements that formulate the representation in histories? 
The Stereotype and Mimicry 
Frankly speaking, this thesis originated with an attitude of mistrust. Although it 
is observed that the two authors addressed in this thesis, Xu Xi and David. T.K. Wong 
show good intention to retell the histories of Hong Kong in fictions; it does not 
necessarily guarantee positive impacts on the configuration of the city. To rewrite the 
histories of Hong Kong in an alternative discourse that exist alongside the officially 
accessible discourse of History, there are certainly a number of challenges to overcome. 
However, as this thesis mainly concerns the idea of reading "histories in fictions" as a 
form of representation in post-colonial studies, the following discussion would only 
focus on one key question which is also frequently raised in post-colonial discourse: If 
one claims that the underlying motive for developing post-colonial discourse is to 
overwrite the misrepresentation established in colonial discourse and introduce new 
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representation into post-colonial discourse, what are the key elements that formulate the 
so-called misrepresentation that has been previously established in colonial discourse so 
that writers and critics in post-colonial discourse can keep an eye on themselves not to 
fall into the same pitfall again? 
Homi Bhabha is a post-colonial critic who develops his analysis of colonial 
relations upon the above question. In his theory of post-colonial discourse, Homi 
Bhabha defines colonial discourse in terms of narrative - a discourse that consists of 
various forms of representation. The representation of the colonized is built upon 
similarities that are addressed between the colonized and the colonizer. Most 
importantly, the correlation between the two is strictly regulated in form of stereotype. 
The representation is considered as an articulation of complex contradictory beliefs in 
which the colonized is framed into something which is always rigid and predictable. 
However, such fixity does not guarantee stability. Instead, the stereotype is always 
associated with disorder, dilemma and uncertainty. As addressed by Bhabha in "The 
Other Question: Stereotype, Discrimination and the Discourse of Colonialism" and "Of 
Mimicry and Man: The Ambivalence of Colonial Discourse", colonial stereotype is a 
product of ambivalence, hybridity and discrimination. Hence, colonial stereotype 
remains an interesting topic in colonial and post-colonial discourse. For further reference, 
one may refer to The Location of Culture in which Bhabha provides thorough illustration 
of how the stereotype indicates the game of power and domination in colonial discourse. 
Most importantly, Bhabha highlights that the tendency for disavowal of 
difference in colonial discourse very often turns the colonial stereotype into a "misfit" 
(107). The representation becomes "a false representation of a given reality" or "a 
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simplification that is an arrested, fixated form of representation that, in denying the play 
of difference (which the negation through the Other permits), constitutes a problem for 
the representation of the subject in significations of psychic and social relations" (107). 
Bhabha interprets colonial discourse as a spectrum of discriminations which targets at 
engendering the stereotype as: 
An impossible object. For that very reason, the exertions of the ‘official 
knowledges' of colonialism- pseudo-scientific, typological, legal-
administrative, eugenicist - are imbricated at the point of their production of 
meaning and power with the fantasy that dramatizes the impossible desire for 
a pure, undifferentiated origin. (Bhabha, 1994: 116). 
Echoing the phenomenon of such dramatization, Bhabha attempts to deepen his studies 
in colonial discourse with another vivid image, mimicry. According to Bhabha's 
discussion in "Of Mimicry and Man": 
colonial mimicry is the desire for a reformed, recognizable Other，as a subject 
of a difference that is almost the same, but not quite ... (Bhabha, 1994: 123). 
As Bhabha surfaces the spectrum of discriminations embedded in colonial stereotypes, 
there also emerges another issue of misrepresentation as the power relations between the 
colonized and the colonizer is constructed in terms of mimicry, a form of imitation as 
repetition, rather than representation: 
What emerges between mimesis and mimicry is a writing, a mode of 
representation, that marginalizes the monumentality of history, quite simply 
mocks its power to be a model, that power which supposedly makes it imitable. 
(Bhabha, 1994: 125). 
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Most importantly, according to Bhabha, mimicry is not simply an imitation, yet also a 
means to embrace a double narration or vision that exposes the ambivalence of colonial 
discourse, and to a certain extent, also weakens its authority. Bhabha believes that "in 
mimicry, the representation of identity and meaning is rearticulated along the axis of 
metonymy ... not a harmonization of repression of difference, but a form of resemblance, 
that differs from or defends presence by displaying it metonymically" (Bhabha, 1994: 
128). For instance, under the representation of mimicry, the racial difference between the 
white and the black is often put in a form as "the white presence and the black 
semblance" (125). In the case of Hong Kong, it may be regarded as the partial 
recognition and articulation of the absorbed relation between the white presence and its 
yellow semblance in terms of otherness. Therefore, Bhabha's examination of mimicry in 
colonial discourse urges for actions to be taken so that power relations between the 
colonizer and the colonized can be rearticulated. 
The Configuration of Hong Kong in Fictions 
If one considers Spivak's subaltern studies as an attempt to challenge the 
dominant depiction of the colonized in colonial discourse and revive fragments of 
colonial and post-colonial histories from a marginal position, then Bhabha's attempt 
would be to decipher the historical icons that are embedded in those revived histories, 
dissect them and attribute revised understanding to them. This thesis deals with a context 
that is interwoven by two areas that may be considered as two major components in 
literature, namely histories and fictions. To uphold the hierarchy for in-depth textual 
analysis located in chapters three and four, the theoretical discussion about colonial and 
post-colonial discourse from Said, Spivak and then Bhabha held consecutively in this 
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chapter becomes inevitable. 
Last but not least, as the discussion in this chapter draws near to the end, it 
should be time for further echoing the thesis statement established in this chapter by 
highlighting the keyword "configuration" which is yet to be dealt with. In an essay 
entitled, "Figures, Configurations, Transfigurations", Said highlights the essence of the 
development of post-colonial literature in recent centuries as follows: 
THE MOST POWERFUL ASPECT of all the "new" communities and forms 
of non-European literatures that we both celebrate and study today is that they 
are for the most part postcolonial and in a few instances actively anti-
imperial . . . a s such then literature not only mobilized active resistance to 
incursions from the outside but also contributed massively as the shaper, 
creator，agent of illumination within the realm of the colonized. (Said, ''New 
Historical Literary Study": 316) 
As briefly pinpointed in the opening of his essay, Said introduces the readers to the 
realization of actuality, power as well as force of mobility embedded in non-European 
literatures. As Said mentioned, it is inevitable to perceive non-European literatures of 
recent centuries as force of resistance that is tagged with anti-imperial notions. In the 
essay, Said initially puts emphasis on the nature of English as "the world language" (316) 
and criticizes how such crowning may influence the development of an "eccentric 
perspective" (316) that "appears as the privileged historical centrality of English within 
the British Isles Commonwealth grouping" (316). While the central focus seems to be on 
"the place of English in the global environment" (316), it is interesting to note how Said 
uses his autobiographical background of growing up in two British colonies, Palestine 
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and Egypt, to give an account of how English consecutively serves both the colonizer 
and the colonized: 
Thus the very same English whose users in the Commonwealth can aspire to 
literary accomplishments of a very high order and for whom, in the notion of 
Ngugui Wa Thiongo, a critical use of the language (English) might permit a 
decolonizing of the mind, coexists with very different new communities in a 
less appealing new configuration (318). 
By stating that the new configuration is less appealing, Said aims at highlighting the 
"diminished presence" (318) of English as "a language of ruler and administrator" (318). 
Instead, English evolves into "a technical language with wholly instrumental 
characteristics and features; or it is a foreign language with various implicit connections 
to the larger English-speaking world' (318). With reference to the roles that the language 
of English plays in the twentieth century, non-European literatures are interpreted as 
"postcolonial international configuration" (320) in Said's discussion. It is also from such 
starting point that Said digs deeper into the diction, configuration, and treats it as a form 
of challenge to the established understanding of history and literature in the regime of 
post-colonial non-European literary discourse: 
Yet the modem history of literary study is strictly bound up with the 
development of cultural nationalism, whose aim was first to distinguish the 
national canon then to maintain it in a place reserved for eminence, authority 
and aesthetic autonomy. Even where discussions concerning culture in general 
seemed to rise above national differences in deference to a universal sphere, it 
is very apparent that hierarchies (as between European and non-European 
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cultures) and ethnic preferences were held to. (327). 
First of all, it is worth noting that the power of configurations in non-European 
literature has aroused attention to the infeasibility of safeguarding the linear 
development as well as singularity of History, especially historical narratives which 
involve colonial and post-colonial discourse. Most importantly, the notion of 
configurations allows us to understand various versions of Commonwealth or world 
literature not merely as "texts but as experiences" (328). Their existence certainly 
challenges the customary Eurocentric idea of paying regard merely to metropolitan 
Western literature as one concern ourselves with the composition and study of literature 
in English in general. 
Hence, regarding non-European literature as "the shaper, creator, and agent of 
illumination within the realm of the colonized" (Said, "New Historical Literary Study": 
316)，it is essential to relocate the context from which our understanding of literature or 
in a more focused way, fictions, not merely as texts, but experiences is built. By doing 
so, then it is inevitable to build up coherences and interrelations between histories and 
fictions. As addressed by Paul Hamilton in "History and Historicism", although it is 
customary to argue that "from ancient times, philosophers have been eager to separate 
history from fiction" (Hamilton, 1996:6)，it is also easy to find out that "this disciplinary 
boundary proved fragile from the start" (Hamilton, 1996:6). The shadow or overlapping 
area between the two domains pinpoints at the issues of probability and possibility. 
Hence, it is often very interesting to juxtapose histories and fictions, no matter in the 
form of comparisons or mutual supplements. It is also worth taking note of some 
philosophical discussions which aim at distinguishing the two notions: 
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For Aristotle, history was distinguished from poetry (fiction) not by greater 
seriousness of purpose but by the different balance of probability and 
possibility proper to each discourse . . . I n poetry, probability was all, history, 
on the other hand, had to attend much more to what was possible. Provided a 
fiction was coherent, provided it contained a beginning, middle and end and 
reached a cathartic conclusion, it served its purpose ... History must resign 
itself to what could have taken place, however, improbable this might be, and 
however its improbability might threaten the coherence of history's relation of 
events, leaving readers frustrated rather than cathartically purged of their 
desires for explanation" (Hamilton, 1996: 7). 
Though the above discussion does not directly shed much light on the issue of colonial 
and postcolonial discourse, still it stimulates the thought of searching a space which 
tolerates coexistence of the two apparently contradictory elements, histories and fictions. 
This search yields mutual benefits for the two domains, rather than weakening their 
effect and significance, in the composition and study of literature. It is due to the intrigue 
arising from such interest as well as curiosity that this thesis of reading histories in 
fictions is launched and is set along the path to: 
devise a context for understanding or even just tolerating the exception to 
probability, the event which cannot be regularized. Some things, one might say, 
have to be remembered because they cannot be imagined ... Art and history 
inflect each other in commemoration and elegy, hypothesis and vision, record 
and story. Memory - Mnemosyne- was, after all, the mother of the Muses, and 
the leading muse, Clio，presided over history. (Hamilton, 1996: 8). 
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Bearing in mind the beauty of the interwoven legends that belong to memories, histories 
and fictions, the remaining discussion in this thesis would be located within a larger 
framework of New Historicism which not only exists in many other discourses, but also 
provides alternatives for understanding histories in terms of plurality and discursive 
formation. 
To prepare the reader for more concrete discussion raised in the area of Hong 
Kong English fictions in chapter two, the thesis statement formulated in this chapter is 
summarized as follows: 
The focus of this thesis is about reading histories in fictions in the context of 
Hong Kong English fictions. The argument suggests that there exists an alternative 
discourse in Hong Kong English fictions which tolerates the telling or retelling of 
histories that belong to the city of Hong Kong. The discourse exists alongside the 
dominant discourse which is official registered as Hong Kong History, embodied in 
local historical archive, such as newspaper, journals, annual reports, history books or 
even Hong Kong Museum of History. The two discourses co-exist and configure the city 
of Hong Kong in two different dimensions. The second chapter of this thesis aims at 
focusing on the discourse of Hong Kong English fictions which has been established by 
a group of Hong Kong English writers. Key issues addressed in the following chapter 
include describing Hong Kong English fictions as a rendezvous and introducing the 
classification of Hong Kong English writers which consistently gather in the rendezvous 
and work for Hong Kong English writing in the transitional period between the colonial 
and post-colonial eras, briefly across the past fifty years. Most importantly, as this thesis 
focuses on the works of two authors Xu Xi and David T.K. Wong, information like 
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authorship, publication as well as significance of the two authors in relation to Hong 
Kong literature would also be highlighted in chapter two. In chapters three and four, in 
order to further examine the hypothesis of reading histories in fictions, short stories 
written by Xu Xi and Wong would be drawn into in-depth textual analysis. In chapter 
three, four short stories selected from Xu Xi's History Fiction would be discussed with 
regard to Hong Kong histories, dated between the 1960s and the 1990s. In chapter four, 
on top of the chronological framework established in chapter three, emphasis would be 
placed on examining Wong's writing of Hong Kong histories in terms of historical 
issues that outlive many generations. Three short stories from Wong's Hong Kong 
Stories, embracing various themes of histories that concern Hong Kong people's current 
living, would be drawn into literary discussion. Textual analysis of the short stories 
would lead to further exploration of the configuration of Hong Kong in Hong Kong 
English fictions. Contrasts between the representation of Hong Kong in colonial 
discourse and the one in post-colonial discourse would also be highlighted. In terms of 
History, official documents reserved in local historical archives would be regarded as the 
blueprint that signifies the official registered discourse known as Hong Kong History. 
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Chapter Two 
Rendezvous: an Alternative Discourse for Hong Kong histories 
As set out in the theoretical framework in chapter one, the main concern of this 
thesis is about reading the histories of Hong Kong in fictions. To achieve such an aim, it 
is first important to locate the starting point of relevant literary discussion in the area of 
Hong Kong fictions written in English (or understood as Hong Kong English fictions). 
Furthermore, it is also necessary to examine the connection between histories and 
fictions as presented in the short stories selected from the works of two Hong Kong 
English writers, Xu Xi and David T.K. Wong, namely History,s Fiction and Hong Kong 
Stories. 
First of all, as many others may question, what is the point of reading histories of 
Hong Kong in fictions that are written in English, rather than in Chinese? As one 
compares the significance of the two languages in Hong Kong, it is undeniable that most 
people in the local community regard Chinese or Cantonese as their mother tongue and 
the means of communication, while they value English as the second language that has 
been offering them strategic advantages in areas like education, business and work since 
the era of colonization. Thanks to the practical actualization of bilingualism in Hong 
Kong, it is unquestionable that there is quite a balanced attention given to the usage, 
publicity and development of the two languages. However, as long as the development 
of Hong Kong literature circulated among the local community is concerned and the 
popularity of fictions written in the two languages is drawn into comparison, it is taken 
for granted that more local readers opt for reading fictions written in Chinese rather than 
in English. Furthermore, as mentioned in the conclusion of the previous chapter, if one 
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considers history or histories as the embodiment of cultural experiences and memories, 
many other questions will soon come to the mind. As the majority of the local 
community thinks and communicates in their mother tongue, Chinese or Cantonese 
dialects, it is doubtless that many of their cultural experiences and memories should be 
contained in documents and writings that are written in Chinese, rather than in English. 
Even though there are substantial amount of historical materials printed in English, 
many people still consider publications printed in Chinese or even Cantonese as the 
preferred discourse for the Hong Kong public. If this is the case, Hong Kong English 
fictions seem not quite the main access Hong Kong History. In what sense can research 
on Hong Kong English fiction support the argument of reading histories in fictions? 
There are certainly more questions to ask as one approaches the notion of reading 
histories in fictions further and places it in the scope of Hong Kong English fictions. The 
first question would probably be the role of Hong Kong English fiction in terms of its 
relevance to the histories of Hong Kong. Even more basically, what can the reader 
expect to hear from Hong Kong English writers about the histories of Hong Kong? First 
of all, it should be noted that the controversy over defining or positioning Hong Kong 
literature always exists, no matter in the field of Hong Kong literature written in English 
or in Chinese. The peak of the controversy, however, should be dated to the transitional 
period before and after the handover of Hong Kong in 1997. It is rather difficult to 
define the span of the transitional period in terms of date and year. On one hand, one 
may prefer taking the year of 1997 as a focal point and define the nineties as a decade of 
transition in which the historical event of the Handover was located. On the other hand, 
one may also trace back to the fact that the histories of Hong Kong have become quite a 
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story since the colonial cession of Hong Kong to Britain. In this case, there were various 
phases of transition over the last 150 years since the birth of the colony, especially in the 
decades that lay before and after the change of sovereignty^ In the archive of Hong 
Kong literature provided by the Hong Kong Literature Research Centre in the Chinese 
University of Hong Kong, there are a number of journals, such as Hong Kong 
Literature/ Xianggang WenXue、香港文勢 and Hong Kong Writers、香港作熟,which 
collect a lot of literary writings that are contributive to the area of Hong Kong literature. 
In spite of the variations on the age of the publications, the year of 1997 is certainly one 
of the most fruitful years in terms of literary production. 
As addressed by a local critic, Leung Kin Wai, in an essay collected in the journal, 
Hong Kong Literature, entitled "Hong Kong Literature in the Transitional Period: Re-
positioning within the Double Framework - Thoughts on the year of 1997 and literature" 
(「過渡期 I的香港文學：在雙重格局中重新定位一關於「九七 I和文學的思 
考)’ the 1997 Handover is obviously a historical moment that captures worldwide 
attention. It was also during the very special transitional period before and after 1997 
1. China's defeat in the First Anglo-Chinese War (1839-42), also known as the "Opium War", 
resulted in the cession of Hong Kong Island and the Kowloon Peninsula to Britain, thus ushering 
in a long period of colonial rule. The Second Anglo-Chinese War (1856-58), aroused out of 
disputes over the settlement arranged by the earlier treaties led to the extension of the British 
colonial rule to the New Territories. In 1898，a convention was signed in Peking, in which China 
agreed to 'lease' the New Territories to Britain for a period of 99 years. It was this series of 
historical incidents that had resulted in the so-called '1997 issue' of Hong Kong. Further reference 
may be drawn from G. B. Endacott.'s A History of Hong Kong (1964) and Steve Tsang's Modern 
History of Hong Kong (2004). 
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that the genre of Hong Kong literature as a specific literary field for post-colonial studies 
bloomed. The phenomenon then constituted a very interesting picture. There were 
writers from different places gathered in the scope of Hong Kong literature, no matter in 
the area of Hong Kong English writings or Hong Kong Chinese writings. All of a 
sudden, the city of Hong Kong becomes a rendezvous^ to which writers from different 
geographical and cultural backgrounds are interested in paying a visit. 
Therefore, it is interesting to see how the network of Hong Kong writers has been 
established in this very special rendezvous, Hong Kong, when the city itself has been 
undergoing various historical transformations over the last one hundred years. As a 
cosmopolitan city, it seems a compliment to name Hong Kong a rendezvous. The word, 
"rendezvous", originated from French and is a synonym for a gathering place. 
According to the Oxford Advanced English Dictionary, rendezvous can also be in verb 
form so that "rendezvous" with somebody means meeting somebody at an agreed time 
and space. Therefore, the diction, "rendezvous", indicates a strong sense of time and 
space and signifies a landmark that welcomes visitors. The term, "rendezvous", also 
reminds one of people, events and stories. One typical example of iconic rendezvous in 
the local community of Hong Kong should be a Chinese teahouse in which various kinds 
of stories are exchanged daily in a limited space indoor that occupies no more than 
several storeys or a number of fixed sets of tables and chairs. Yet, if one describes the 
city of Hong Kong as a gathering place, it will also bring up another question about the 
attraction and value of Hong Kong, no matter as a visiting place or as an icon tagged 
with economic, social, cultural as well as political significance. 
2 . Refer to the preface of The Rendez-vous: Poems of Multicultural Experience (2003), a collection of 
poems written by Andrew Parkin. 
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Therefore, the notion of rendezvous can be applied to different contexts. In this 
thesis, Hong Kong English fictions serve as the rendezvous that specifies the scope of 
this research. Hong Kong English writers are the people who engage themselves in this 
specific area of creative writing - Hong Kong English fiction. The notion of rendezvous 
is adopted in this thesis to highlight that Hong Kong English writers are 
characteristically diverse and fluid. The diversity and fluidity of Hong Kong English 
writers are taken for granted as they are accepted as both visitors and writers (or visiting 
writers). They are separated from Hong Kong Chinese writers not only because of the 
difference in language. Rather, it involves a bundle of other issues, such as authorship, 
credibility as well as level of acquaintance with Hong Kong and the community. 
In the field of Hong Kong literature written in Chinese, there is a more balanced 
picture for introducing Hong Kong writers. There are a number of native writers who 
have been residing in Hong Kong since the 1950s, such as Xi Xi (西西）and Leung Ping-
kwan (梁秉鈴).It is well accepted or even well respected for them to write about Hong 
Kong. Their prolonged residency in Hong Kong and all-rounded exposure to the local 
community through their daily experiences, ranging from childhood, teenage years to 
education and work, guarantee much authority as well as credit to narrate Hong Kong 
stories. Still, there is certainly another group of immigrant writers or writers who belong 
to the "neighborhood", namely the Northern part of Mainland China, Taiwan as well as 
Macau. Their works remain influential to the local community, no matter in the era 
when Hong Kong was under the British colonial rule or after it was returned to the 
sovereignty of the People Republic of China. The Shanghaiese female writer, Zhang 
Ailing, is a typical example. Zhang was bom in Shanghai in 1920. She came to Hong 
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Kong in the late thirties as she studied at the University of Hong Kong. She then 
experienced the inter-war period when she traveled and stayed between Hong Kong and 
Shanghai from time to time. She eventually spent a couple of years in Hong Kong in the 
early 1950s before she migrated to America. Despite the rather short-lived and scattered 
attachment of Zhang to Hong Kong, the novels written by Zhang have been very 
familiar to the local community. One of Zhang's novels, entitled as Love in a Fallen City 
{0城之徽 ,was considered as a great success in depicting the city of Hong Kong 
through a narrative of romance. Even though the novel was first published in 1943，it 
remains popular even till now. 
The task of introducing Hong Kong English writers becomes even more 
controversial. There are debates over the definition of Hong Kong English writers even 
among the writers and publishers themselves who provide the reader with Hong Kong 
English fictions. In "Asia's Writers Turning to English to Gain Readers", published in 
The New York Times on 25 December 2001, the author is insightful to categorize Hong 
Kong English writers into two generations. The first generation mainly refers to a group 
of "disparate English-language writers" (Weisenhaus, 2001) who are basically western 
writers, but actively participating in writing poems and fictions about Hong Kong in 
English between the 1920s - 1970s. The names of writers listed include "Rudyard 
Kipling, W. H. Auden，George Bernard Shaw, Somerset Maugham, John le Carre, James 
Clavell, Richard Mason, Paul Theroux and Stephen Coonts" (Weisenhaus, 2001). For 
instance, W. H. Auden is a well-known poet who was born in England, but migrated to 
America. As a poet, drama-writer as well as professor, he traveled to different places 
from time to time, such as Italy and Austria. In 1939，Auden published a poem, entitled 
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"Hong Kong", but there are no records that show his residency in the place. Another 
member that may be included in the so-called first generation Hong Kong English 
writers would probably be Edmund Blunden. Edmund Blunden was known as a war poet. 
He saw continuous action in the front line during the First World War. After the war, he 
worked as a poet, literary editor, journalist, biographer and lecturer from the late 1910s 
to early 1970s. He traveled and taught in England, Japan and Hong Kong. His 
connection to Hong Kong was established during the period when he took up the 
academic post of Professor of English Literature in the University of Hong Kong. 
In the area of prose-writing, Richard Mason's The World of Suzie Wong is a 
renowned publication. The novel was written in 1957 and has been adapted into a play, a 
film and even a ballet. The story is set in Hong Kong during the sixties. The storyline 
involves narrating a romance between an English artist, Robert Lomax, and a beautiful, 
but mysterious Chinese prostitute, Suzie Wong. The novel is considered as a great 
success in depicting the image of Hong Kong in the early colonial era. The female 
protagonist, Suzie Wong, is also regarded as an icon for representing 1960s Hong Kong. 
There is even a bar in Beijing that takes the name, The World of Suzie Wong Club�，and 
is well known among expatriates and higher income Chinese. For more recent 
publications, one may pay attention to John Lanchester's Fragrant Habour (2002) 
which is also a popular Hong Kong English fiction as the author interweaves the story 
plot with the territory's history, such as the Japanese occupation of Hong Kong and the 
Cultural Revolution. 
3 Official website provided by the club: <http://www.suziewong.com.cn/home.php> 
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Despite the wide coverage and exposure of the above-mentioned expatriate writers 
who seem to be the earliest contributors to the formulation of Hong Kong literature 
written in English, it is noted that they visit and write about Hong Kong in terms of 
adventurous encounters. Their depiction and configuration of Hong Kong in literary 
writings, very often, involve casting interpretation and representation of the place from a 
cultural perspective which M. M. Bakhtin coins as "exotopy"^". On one hand, the notion 
of "outsideness" is considered as an empowered strategy in depicting a specific culture 
in the eyes of another culture. In the processes of cultural observation, interpretation as 
well as narration, it is believed that the sense of foreignness embedded in a foreign 
cultural perspective may facilitate more profound revelation of a targeted culture. On the 
other hand, there is a dilemma that the notion of "outsideness" also implies a hindrance 
in gaining accessibility to and immersion in a specific culture. Furthermore, the sense of 
"outsideness" may weaken the credibility of cultural interpretation and representation. 
The situation is similar to the notion of insideness which may fall into the other extreme 
of being manipulated by a very limited scope in observing a particular culture from a 
local point of view. Still, there exists an alternative that is somehow located in-between. 
To some critics and writers of Hong Kong literature, a peripheral position is considered 
as an advantage. In the case of Hong Kong fictions, some may regard Hong Kong 
Chinese writers as authors located inside the city. The expatriate Hong Kong English 
writers mentioned above are authors that always remain outside of the city. Still，there is 
always a marginal position that attracts newcomers who prefer standing on the margin 
and positioning themselves as in-between. 
4 Refer to Speech Genres and Other Late Essays (1986). The diction pinpoints at a vision from the 
'outside' in contrast with a point of view which is located 'inside' a particular culture. It is proposed by 
Bahktin as a means to overcome the limitations of intra-cultural understanding. 
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In the 1970s onwards, there is a gradual influx of Asian writers who start writing 
Hong Kong literature in English as well. They are different from expatriate Hong Kong 
English writers mainly because they bear ethnic connection to Hong Kong as Chinese or 
Asians in general. Most of them were bom in Hong Kong and had intermittent residency 
in the place from time to time. They are also regarded as overseas Hong Kong English 
writers who have emigrated abroad, but still keen on writing about Hong Kong in 
fictions. It is believed that Hong Kong or Asian English writers possess an advantage of 
"inbetweenness" in writing ‘ about Hong Kong. On one hand, these writers have 
established their exotopic perspective through living and immersing in a foreign culture 
abroad. Their prolonged departure from Hong Kong to another location causes a sense 
of detachment. On the other hand, they maintain a sense of attachment to the place as 
long as they return and pay a visit from time to time. Their acquaintance with Hong 
Kong remains effective and fruitful in the process of writing. Once the readers start 
reading their works about Hong Kong, they are less concerned about the writers' 
physical attachment to the place. Rather, they are attracted by the unique style of writing 
which is incorporated with their hybrid and fluid intermixing cultural perspective. 
There are a few names to mention in introducing Asian Hong Kong English writers. 
Timothy Mo is one of the pioneers. Timothy Mo was bom in Hong Kong in 1950 to a 
Cantonese father and an English mother. He was educated in Hong Kong and England. 
The idea of having an Anglo-Chinese ethnic, educational, residential as well as cultural 
background may account for the author's consistent concerns for the effects of colonial 
rule on South-East Asia, especially Hong Kong. In 1978，Timothy Mo had his first novel, 
The Monkey King, set in Hong Kong and won the Geoffrey Faber Memorial Prize. There 
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are two other novels of Timothy Mo written in 1980s，namely Sour Sweet (1982) and An 
Insular Possession (1986)，which are also set in the context of Sino-Anglo relations. In 
his earlier works, there is a greater attachment to Hong Kong as well as relevant issues 
aroused by the colonial rule. From 1990s onwards, however, Mo has been dealing with 
other cross-cultural issues, such as cultural and imperial domination. His novels are set 
in other places, such as the Philippines, and involve characters that belong to other races, 
such as Americans and Filipinos. Owing to the unobvious connection between Timothy 
Mo and his birthplace, Hong Kong, his influence on the development of Hong Kong 
English fictions in recent decade has not called for much attention. 
There are certainly many other names that deserve some credit as one tries to locate 
more Asian writers in the domain of Hong Kong English writing. However, the fact is 
that not many of them are closely connected to the daily life that Hong Kong people are 
experiencing. There are a number of locally bom and raised writers who have 
established more connection with the place, such as Leung Ping-kwan, Agnes Lam and 
Louise Ho. They are writers who mainly work on Hong Kong poetry. However, the 
close connection between these writers and Hong Kong does not necessarily guarantee 
the absence of ambiguity, confusion or even conflict in entitling them as Hong Kong 
English writers. Still, there are other factors that may affect or even limit the depiction of 
Hong Kong in their writings. For instance, most of them have attained postgraduate 
education overseas and established quite a fluid cultural perspective. Hence, there is a 
strong sense of diversity as well as hybridity embedded in their works that can never be 
simplified as local perspective. 
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The above discussion may shed light on the fact that the notion of rendezvous is 
applicable to Hong Kong English writers of different origins and backgrounds in general. 
There is no single representation of Hong Kong that can be claimed as the truthful 
depiction. In the domain of creative writing, it is only through discarding the attitude of 
rigidity in writing about Hong Kong that a multiple number of discourses are conceived. 
The notion of rendezvous thus fits well into the context of Hong Kong English writing. 
Here, the action of visiting is preferable in describing the connection between Hong 
Kong English writers and Hong Kong. There is a quest for conflating the city of Hong 
Kong which always undergoes various sorts of transitional periods and the Hong Kong 
writers who are concurrently in transit. The diversity and fluidity of Hong Kong English 
writers may cause difficulty even in defining whether or when the writers stayed. 
Xu Xi and Wong, the two authors selected for this research, are representative of 
the above-mentioned Hong Kong English writers that gather in the rendezvous. 
Comparing Xu Xi and Wong with the expatriate Hong Kong English writers mentioned, 
the Chinese heritage of the two authors seems to be an advantage. However, when they 
are compared with other Hong Kong English writers who not only are local Chinese, but 
also spend most of their lifetime staying in the place, it seems more suitable to regard the 
two authors as honorable guests that return occasionally to their place of birth, Hong 
Kong, rather than members of the local community. Here, the situation of being in-
between arises. The two authors' ambiguous acquaintance with the place makes it 
ambivalent to distinguish whether they are the visitors or the hosts. There emerges an 
interesting relation between their being both a visitor of Hong Kong and a storyteller of 
the histories of the place. Very often, it is out of the sense of alienation that visitors may 
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develop curiosity in discovering more about Hong Kong histories. Yet, Xu Xi and Wong 
are never strangers or newcomers to the place. For instance, Xu Xi travels between New 
York and Hong Kong from time to time. Recently, she has been staying in New Zealand. 
Basically, she resides in the United States, but frequently travels back to Hong Kong for 
her publication and academic work. Wong is now in London most of the time. Wong's 
connection with Hong Kong is mainly rooted in his career which is built upon Hong 
Kong based commerce. Despite their frequent departures, the personal history of the two 
authors indicates that they share inseparable associations with the place. 
First, both of them were bom in Hong Kong in the period between the late 1940s 
and mid 1950s. They belong to the same generation and share memories of childhood 
and youth which were nurtured in a similar historical context. Second, like many other 
Asian Hong Kong English writers, the two authors attain a very prominent profile of 
cross-cultural education. According to the biography stated in the official website that 
introduces Xu Xi, the author describes herself as "a Chinese-Indonesian native of Hong 
Kong" (<http://members.authorsguild.net/xuxi/bio.htm>). After obtaining secondary and 
tertiary education in local institutions, Xu Xi pursued a MFA from the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst. It is claimed that "the city was home to her until her mid-
twenties after which she led a peripatetic existence around Europe, America and Asia" 
(<http://members.authorsguild.net/xuxi/bio.htm>). In the case of Wong, he was 
educated in China, Singapore and Australia, rather than in Hong Kong. Wong acquired 
degrees at Stanford University and the Institute of Social Studies at The Hague. He was 
also a Queen Elizabeth House Fellow at Oxford University. The two authors' wide 
exposure to multiple cultures as well as English-speaking environments definitely, grants 
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them an advantage of writing in fluent English. The prolonged intellectual training that 
the two authors received in various cultural settings may also account for their fluid and 
dynamic style of writing. Last but not least, both of them had been working in Hong 
Kong for a rather lengthy period. Xu Xi had worked in the business field of international 
market and management for eighteen years before she became a full-time writer in 1997. 
In 2005, she established a new venture, AUTHORS-AT-LARGE, which is recognized as 
a traveling literary salon. Similarly, Wong has been engaged in the commercial as well 
as administrative field in Hong Kong. Wong was formerly a journalist in Hong Kong, 
London and Singapore. He then joined the Administrative Service in Hong Kong and 
retired as one of the most senior Chinese officers in the government. Even now, Wong is 
not a full-time writer. He is concurrently the managing-director of a Hong Kong-based 
international trading company. Apart from being an active Hong Kong English writer 
himself, Wong is also the founder of the renowned annual David T. K. Wong Fellowship 
in creative writing at the University of East Anglia in Britain. The Fellowship aims at 
motivating the writing of fictions which are written in English as well as set in Asia. 
Furthermore, Wong is also the founder of an international prize for short stories run by 
International PEN, a worldwide writers' association which targets at protecting the 
rights of writers in various context, such as women writers, writers in prison as well as 
writers at warfronts. 
Although the two authors, Xu Xi and Wong are situated in a wide range of 
apparently different transcultural exposures, it is interesting to note that their similar 
experiences in a Hong Kong context not only facilitate their success in the business and 
administration field, but also contribute to the establishment of their writing paths in 
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connection with the place. Both Xu Xi and Wong got most of their fictions published in 
the recent decade. Both of them focus on the transformation that had taken place in the 
city over the last fifty years. Their scope of writing, hence, facilitates the formulation of 
an alternative discourse for the readers, both local and overseas, to know more about the 
history of Hong Kong. 
Xu Xi became a full-time fiction writer in 1997. In recent years, Xu Xi has co-
edited two anthologies of creative writing of poetry, prose and drama, namely City Stage 
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(2005) and City Voices (2003). The former one is a collection of plays written in the 
previous decade and aims at capturing "the fast-developing multiculturalism of the Hong 
Kong scene ~ a somewhat paradoxical phenomenon in view of the 1997 return to China 
Mainland sovereignty" {<http://membersMuthorsguild.net/xwci/bio.htm>) The latter one 
is described by Xu Xi as "the first showcase of postwar Hong Kong literature" 
{<http://members.authorsguild.net/xuxi/bio.htm>). There are various sorts of Hong 
Kong English writing presented by over 70 authors in the anthology, ranging from 
fictions, poems, essays to memoirs. In 2004，Xu Xi took the advantage of her special 
cultural position as an overseas Chinese, "wah kiu", and published her first collection of 
essays which address the issue of writing about disaporic experiences in a somehow 
diasporic global language, English. For the fictions published by the author, in 1994, she 
published her first novel, Chinese Walls. The novel is set in the neighborhood of a 
residential building in Hong Kong which is marked as a transcultural icon, Chung King 
Mansion. The novel became quite a controversy and launched Xu Xi's writing career in 
Asia. In 1996，Xu Xi published another collection of novella, Daughters of Hui, which 
addresses Confucian values. Regarding the issue of the 1997 handover, Xu Xi has 
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written two novels addressing the transformation taken place or is likely to take place 
before and after the exchange of sovereignty between Britain and China over Hong 
Kong, namely Hong Kong Rose (1997) and The Unwalled City (2001). The collection of 
short stories targeted in this thesis, History 's Fiction, was published in 2001. As 
highlighted in the title of the book, the special feature of the publication lies in the 
author's ambitious attempt to locate a "history" of Hong Kong within a turbulent period 
(between the sixties and the nineties) through fictions. 
Wong shows similar interest in unveiling the configuration of Hong Kong in 
fictions. Quantitatively, Wong hasn't published a huge amount of fictions. Yet, among 
his publications, most of them are short stories that are specifically set in Hong Kong or 
at least a nearby East Asian setting. In 1990，Wong published his first collection of short 
stories, entitled Lost River and Other Stories. There are sixteen short stories included in 
the collection. In 1996, just a year before the 1997 handover, Wong got his second 
collection of short stories published in Hong Kong. The publication, named Hong Kong 
Stones, contains short stories that are chosen as the subject for further textual analysis in 
this thesis. Apart from being assigned by the author as Hong Kong stories as the title of 
the book suggests, there are two factors which illustrate the interrelation between the 
short stories and the city of Hong Kong. First, all the short stories are set in a Hong 
Kong-based environment, such as the Government sector, a private social circle among 
businessmen and a bar. Second, the characters involved in the short stories depict 
various facets of Hong Kong people. On one hand, those characters can be treated as 
individual protagonists in the stories that drive the plot. On the other hand, those 
characters can also be put together to enrich the context. Then, the integration of various 
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character traits illustrated by those characters may be regarded as a manifestation of 
Hong Kong spirit as noted directly in the preface of the book, "To Hong Kong. May its 
spirit of freedom, irreverence and enterprise remain forever intact" (Wong, 1996). In 
2001, Wong published another anthology of short stories, entitled Connections: Stories 
of East Asia, which extends a similar vision of presenting short stories that are especially 
designated to represent Hong Kong and East Asia. The Evergreen Tea House published 
in 2003 marks a noticeable breakthrough in Wong's publications as the novel is 
consisted of various chapters of novella which may be read independently as individual 
stories or interdependently as a whole. 
After taking the biographical background of the two authors into account, one may 
notice that there exist few Hong Kong English writers, like Xu Xi and Wong, who are 
truly Hong Kong natives. Still, their exposure to the world equips them with a sort of 
transcultural perspective that is far more than local. They are wordsmiths who enjoy 
performing the magic of alchemy. In their narrative of Hong Kong stories, there is a 
strong fusion of various cultural elements that have been accumulating in the society of 
Hong Kong as the city navigates its passage across the historical channel between the 
colonial and post-colonial eras. Many Hong Kong English writers are keen on writing 
Hong Kong stories. Yet few have the courage to claim that they are writing Hong Kong 
histories. Since the telling of Hong Kong stories very often involves the underlying 
motive of narrating the histories of the place. The situation becomes more noticeable as 
the city has been undergoing drastic changes during the period of transition. Instead of 
letting the historical incidents vanish in the flow of time, there is a strong motivation for 
Hong Kong English writers to turn the historical into something memorable and historic. 
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In history writings, historians officially register the events in the historical archives, and 
this thesis would call such records Hong Kong History. Meanwhile, in the genre of 
fiction writing, it seems that the two Hong Kong English writers mentioned above share 
a similar vision. It is through story telling that they blur the boundaries between fictions 
and histories. It results in the fruitful production of an alternative discourse that parallels 
the formal discourse registered as Hong Kong History. It is only through this very 
special space of the imaginary that the embodiment of historical discourse in fictions can 
be fully presented and examined in details. 
Therefore, in the following two chapters, a parallel study between the official 
discourse of Hong Kong History and the alternative histories of Hong Kong in fictions 
will be conducted. In addition to a detailed textual analysis of selected short stories 
written by Xu Xi and Wong, historical materials and documents, such as annual reports, 
newspaper clips as well as local historical publications, would be drawn into reference 
complementarily as a form of chronicle blueprint. In this thesis, as the short stories 
selected from the two authors are set between the sixties and the nineties, the scope of 
historical research on Hong Kong will also be limited to those decades. 
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Chapter Three 
Histories Cut and Pasted: 
Kaleidoscopic Writing of Hong Kong Histories 
in Xu Xi's History's Fiction 
In chapter two, Xu Xi was introduced to the reader as an active member who 
engages in writing Hong Kong English fiction. As a native Hong Kong English writer, it 
seems that Xu Xi secures an advantageous position in writing about the history of Hong 
Kong when compared with other non-native Hong Kong English writers. However, as 
the reader jumps into the details involved in authorship, it is undeniable that the 
education background, residential records and career development of the author does not 
provide Xu Xi with much credit to write about Hong Kong history. As mentioned in the 
previous chapter, Xu Xi remains one of the authors in transit who enjoys staying in 
Hong Kong occasionally. For many other Hong Kong English writers, the city of Hong 
Kong is a preferable place to launch their writing careers. The rendezvous itself is 
famous for serving cultural hodgepodge. The sense of fluidity and hybridity nurtured in 
the society guarantees the city its room for survival as it competes with other 
surrounding Asian cities which share a similar role as an international point of transit. 
Still, a very basic question comes into the mind: what is the underlying motive for an 
author like Xu Xi to write about Hong Kong histories in fictions? 
Histories in fictions as Xu Xi's fictional world 
Regarding the author's motivation, there may not be definite answers available. 
To grasp an answer, it is a usual practice for one to take a look at the foreword attached 
to the literary pieces. In the preface of History's Fiction, Xu Xi voices her ambivalence 
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towards the way she entitles her book. She does not deny the fact that she has drawn 
herself into an embarrassing position as she claims to write about the histories of Hong 
Kong. She knows well that the diction, "histories", is always crowned with a certain 
degree of sacredness. Any improper attempt to the issue is judged as an offense. 
If this is the case, then what urge Xu Xi to put herself at risk and write History's 
Fiction? Xu Xi, as an author of fictions, does not usually write critical essays. Still, in 
Hong Kong English Autonomy and Creativity, she shares her experiences in fine-tuning 
the ways English and Hong Kong permeate in her works by delivering an essay, 
"Writing the Literature of Non-denial" (Bolton, 2002: 219-238) to the reader. In the 
essay, apart from explaining how a spectrum of variations in English dwells in and 
creates Xu Xi's fictional world, there is emphasis on "a mania for balance" (Bolton, 
2002: 220) between the foreign and the local embedded in her works as well. She 
pinpoints her quest for providing a fictional world in which her "authentic characters" 
(Bolton, 2002: 220) could be properly understood in context. In the essay, she 
repetitively describes such a context as a "creative conundrum" (Bolton, 2002: 220) in 
which Hong Kong is the subject. The conundrum then again brings the issue of locating 
histories in fictions into surface. Xu Xi justifies her attempt to intermix historical facts 
with fictional details as an artifice to deal with the problems involved in depicting Hong 
Kong: 
The central creative problem became an inability to discriminate in favor of or 
against anything that could be characterized as 'real Hong Kong'. Had I 
tumbled onto a peculiarly Hong Kong ethos, and if so, what does this mean for 
the gestalt of our literature? Notice that I say 'our,' as if by writing about and 
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from this place, albeit in English, I can and do stake a claim to its cultural 
heritage. (Bolton, 2002: 221) 
Whether one agrees with Xu Xi or not, the above excerpt does illustrate the author's 
claim to configure the city of Hong Kong in English fictions. Furthermore, Xu Xi 
prefers selecting her writing materials from the social and cultural landscape of Hong 
Kong which exists historically, no matter in form of the present, the past or even the 
future. Her insistence, then, brings forth the discrepancy between historical facts and the 
histories that Xu Xi narrates in her Hong Kong stories. In the essay, Xu Xi tries to 
persuade the reader to tolerate the gap in-between despite that she is well aware of the 
underlying tension: 
I create my own fictional universe, anchor its coordinates of time and space, 
define its people and overriding moral perspective, and thus give birth to a 
novel. There's the problem. I am a novelist, and worse, a realistic novelist. I 
do not write science fiction or magic realism or fantasy. In giving voice to the 
interior life of my characters, I portray them against a social and cultural 
milieu. (Bolton, 2002:221) 
As a Hong Kong native, Xu Xi notices that it is infeasible to narrate a "real Hong Kong" 
(Bolton, 2002: 221) as the Hong Kong she knows is hybridized with "ethnic Chinese and 
other people who have ties to China and Asia, but are 'Westernized' or more accurately, 
'globalized', the way the city was and is in its colonial, neo-colonial, financial centre, 
multinational-business influenced, international trade dominated, Hong Kong-Chinese 
fashion" (Bolton, 2002: 222). The jelly-like fluidity of the place calls for Xu Xi's 
attention to contain the city into a historical framework that she designs in fictions. Such 
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a framework, very often, involves creating verisimilitude by selecting details from the 
histories of Hong Kong. However, instead of presenting Hong Kong histories 
chronologically in fictions, Xu Xi develops a plot that cuts and pastes historical 
materials from various dimensions: 
So how else is verisimilitude created unless I select details from the 'real 
world' for my fictional universe? What is a plot if not grounded in a 'real' 
place and time? And isn't a character in part understood because of her 
particular history within her 'real' country? (Bolton, 2002: 221). 
Though Xu Xi expresses the relation between the Hong Kong that she knows and the 
Hong Kong that she writes in a rather implicit way, it is not difficult for one to draw 
relevance between the thought that Xu Xi delivers on her writing and the concern of this 
thesis. As one starts recognizing Xu Xi's determination in writing the histories of Hong 
Kong in fictions, a few questions related to the reading of Hong Kong histories in Xu 
Xi's History's Fiction may soon come into mind. First of all, as this thesis proposes 
regarding History's Fiction as an alternative discourse for Hong Kong histories, what are 
the differences between historical facts and the histories that Xu Xi narrates in her 
fiction? Second, as mentioned in chapter one, histories and fictions are both forms of 
representation. By entitling the short stories as History 's Fiction, what can the reader 
expect from the stories in terms of representing or even configuring Hong Kong? 
Furthermore, in relation to post-colonial studies, as one draws reference from chapter 
one and two, it is noticeable that Hong Kong English fictions develop between two 
discourses, the colonial one as well as the post-colonial one. If the expatriate Hong Kong 
English writers introduced in chapter two are regarded as writers in colonial discourse, 
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the Asian or even native Hong Kong English writers, like Xu Xi, who emerge in recent 
decades would be considered as pioneers in post-colonial discourse. Then, it is worth 
noting whether the discourse that Xu Xi adopts in her fictions signifies breakthrough in 
voicing the city. 
Bearing the above questions in mind, it is high time that textual analysis of 
History's Fiction would be launched. In History's Fiction, Xu Xi presents her collection 
of short stories as a chronicle of Hong Kong dates from the sixties to the nineties. In the 
collection, there are four sections in total. Each section dashes across a decade of Hong 
Kong. Within each decade, there are three to four short stories. Each short story can be 
read as an independent and complete literary piece as one pays attention to the following: 
First, each short story is driven by an individual plot and an individual cast of characters. 
There are no interrelations between the short stories in terms of plot and story line. 
Second, even if one reads History's Fiction as an alternative presentation of Hong Kong 
histories, he or she is not subjected to the limitation of ordinal reading. Though all the 
short stories in the collection are set in Hong Kong, they are fluid and hybrid in nature as 
the stories deal with people and events that occur in various dimensions of Hong Kong 
life. Still, it is crucial to note that the time line serves as a pivotal axis that frames and 
links the stories. The chronicle-like layout provides an illusion that the city of Hong 
Kong is contained in the short stories and equipped with spatial and temporal stability. 
In relation to this thesis, the chronological arrangement facilitates inter-textual 
references between historical facts that happen in a certain dated period of Hong Kong 
and the histories narrated in Xu Xi's stories. Last but not least, as stated in the table of 
contents, some of the short stories in the collection have already been published in other 
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novels and literary journals beforehand. For instance, "Chung King Mansion" was 
excerpted from Chinese Walls while "Allegro Quasi Una Fantasia" was being selected 
from Concerto in a Major Key. It was only until 2001 that Xu Xi published the short 
stories as a collection entitled History 's Fiction. Therefore, it is more preferable to 
consider the publication of History 's Fiction as the author's attempt to relocate the short 
stories that she has already kept in hand into a context or framework that sounds more 
appealing in relation to post-colonial Hong Kong. Furthermore, short stories in the 
collection are delivered in reversed chronological order that begins with the nineties and 
ends in the sixties. Such arrangement may hint that the 1990s signifies a very important 
historical period and necessarily triggers reflection on Hong Kong from the 
contemporary present to the remote past. The memories dwell in an imaginary space that 
cannot possibly exist without intermixing historical facts with historical interpolation. 
The imaginary space, known as History's Fiction, serves as a container that sustains the 
configuration of Hong Kong, including its past, its present as well as its unseen future. 
The delicate framework, hence, successfully upgrades Hong Kong stories from scattered 
pieces that only reflect memories and fantasy of the individuals to a systemic approach 
to study the representation of Hong Kong in terms of post-colonial discourse. 
After examining the framework, it is now appropriate to clarify that this chapter of 
textual analysis does not aim at covering all the short stories collected in History 's 
Fiction. Rather, with reference to the chronological framework suggested in the text, a 
single story would be selected from each decade as representative. Discussion would 
start from the decade of 1960s to the one of 1990s, an order that goes opposite to the one 
that the author suggests. Explanation of such a reading order adopted in this research 
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will be given in the rest of this chapter. Meanwhile, it is more crucial for the reader to 
focus on the examination launched between historical facts and the histories that Xu Xi 
narrates in the stories. 
Hong Kong in the Sixties: Hong Kong in terms of Chung King Mansion 
No matter in history-writing or story-telling, there are three basic elements that one 
is likely to encounter, namely people, events and places. The three elements play 
different roles in the process of telling. It is understandable that characters speak and 
events drive the plot of telling. Yet, what can one expect from locations besides their 
presumed role as the setting? To begin the textual analysis of Hong Kong stories in 
terms of Hong Kong histories, it is preferable to initiate the discussion by dealing with 
the following interesting questions: Do settings play roles in the writing of Hong Kong 
histories in Xu Xi's History's Fiction? If the answer is yes，then how do they represent 
or configure Hong Kong in fiction? 
In relation to the issue addressed above, the first short story chosen to explore is 
"Chung King Mansion". The story is entitled in the name of a low priced residential 
building, Chung King Mansion (重慶大廈)，in Hong Kong. The building has been 
remaining in its original site, 36 - 44 Nathan Road, for around 44 years. In History's 
Fiction, "Chung King Mansion" is edited into the episode of The Sixties, just echoing 
the actual date when the building, Chung King Mansion, was built. Over the previous 
half of a century, the building has been accumulating many of its histories and nurtures a 
number of Hong Kong stories^, no matter in real daily lives or local literary pieces. 
5 In 1993，there was a great explosion in Chung King Mansion which surrounded the building with 
dark smoke for over ten days. In 2002, a shocking murder took place in Chung King Mansion. As 
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Hence, it is inarguable that the building itself is a well-recognized local or even 
historical icon. 
Still, Chung King Mansion does not build its recognition out of its architectural 
beauty. Instead, Chung King Mansion is notorious for being a haven for ethnic 
minorities, mostly Indonesians and Pakistanis. The building has only nineteen storeys， 
but sustained the business of over 200 inns as recorded in the early 1990s. Due to the 
high crime rate，Chung King Mansion is regarded as the city's nightmare. As a matter of 
fact, not many Hong Kong people have stepped into Chung King Mansion in their 
lifetime. The building remains historic to Hong Kong not because they are closely 
connected to the ordinary life that the majority experiences. In most cases, Hong Kong 
people just walk past the building when they visit the locally prestigious district, Tsim 
Sha Tsui. Nevertheless, when one comes to Hong Kong stories, there are still a number 
of examples set in Chung King Mansion. To name just two examples in local films, 
there are Chungking Express (1994) and Hidden Heroes (2004). 
reported in Ming Pao on the 9& of August, 2002，the victim in the murder was an Indonesian 
prostitute who was chopped with 70 slashes. There are also a number of burglaries and fights reported 
in Chung King Mansion annually which draws the attention of the police force to blacklist the 
building as a spot for crimes. In the evening news broadcast produced by TVB Jade, a local TV 
channel, dated on 28*^  April, 2005, it was reported that a 5-year-long renovation of Chung King 
Mansion had been accomplished for the purpose of improving the building's local reputation. The 
building is now furnished with advanced technology. For instance, an oversized Plasma TV is placed 
on the front entrance of the building. The basement of the building has been turned into a mini-
shopping mall which provides fashionable goods. Still, the inner conditions of the building remain 
quite the same over the past forty four years. 
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Xu Xi's "Chung King Mansion" just illustrates another attempt to tell Hong Kong 
stories through the place. The situation, thus, arouses an interest to explore why Chung 
King Mansion is preferred in the writing of Hong Kong stories or even Hong Kong 
histories. To what extent can the building speak for Hong Kong in terms of post-colonial 
studies? It may be true that most Hong Kong people will not even think of spending a 
single night in the Mansion throughout their whole life. Yet, Chung King Mansion exists 
in the city landscape and dwells in people's mind. Some people even think that the 
building represents Hong Kong. At least, Xu Xi is among one of them. Driven by such a 
paradox, the following discussion aims at examining the configuration of the 1960s' 
Hong Kong in Xu Xi's "Chung King Mansion" and putting it in contrast with relevant 
historical facts that are reported over the decade. 
In terms of Hong Kong histories, there are a number of materials available in 
relation to Chung King Mansion. Historical information about the building has not yet 
been formally placed into academic history books, but is available in local newspapers, 
magazines and the Internet. For instance, in 1988 and 1992, there were two documentary 
films produced by RTHK, a local media, which targeted the building as the subject, 
namely Chung King Mansion、重慶大JX) and Tsim Sha Tsui Black Spot、尖沙阻黑勸. 
As the central idea of this thesis involves comparing historical facts with tailor-made 
histories adapted in Xu Xi's History's Fiction, news related to Chung King Mansion are 
briefly summarized in the endnote so as to provide the reader with a blueprint for further 
contrast. 
The historical facts about Chung King Mansion introduced in the endnote illustrate 
a thought-provoking circumstance. In the city of Hong Kong, history sometimes takes its 
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form to dwell in the place as architecture. Taking Chung King Mansion as an example, it 
just exists to remind people of its existence. However, when one pays attention to the 
details in historical records, there may not be anything historic about the building. In 
History's Fiction, it is observed that Xu Xi deliberately places the short story, "Chung 
King Mansion", into the episode of The Sixties so as to hint that the story itself 
represents Hong Kong in the 1960s. Yet, based upon the literature review launched on 
local news and annual reports, Chung King Mansion did not secure its significance in 
the city in the sixties. According to the introduction of Chung King Mansion in 
"Minority Paradise", printed in Vorsity in April 1998, it was stated that the building was 
just no more than a usual residential building in the sixties. It was famous in that period 
only because "it had the most advanced escalators and the largest shopping centre in 
Hong Kong" (<http://www.com.cuhk.edu.hk/varsity/9804/cult2.htm>). It was in the 
seventies that "most of its residential units turned into guesthouses for poor tourists, 
mostly from Southeast Asia, because of the high profitability" 
(<http://www.com.cuhk.edu.hk/varsity/9804/cult2.htm>). It was not till the late 1980s or 
early 1990s that Hong Kong people started showing their interest towards issues like 
ethnic hybridity, crimes as well as prostitution, which Chung King Mansion manifests. 
Therefore, it is worth noting that the way Xu Xi adopts Chung King Mansion as the 
backbone of a Hong Kong story set in the 1960s is far more than a usual practice. The 
configuration of Hong Kong in "Chung King Mansion" does not only involve an 
account of historical events that took place in the 1960s. Instead, it is a plotted attempt to 
contain the old wine in a new bottle. In order to read Xu Xi's "Chung King Mansion" 
effectively in terms of an alternative discourse of Hong Kong histories in the 1960s, it is 
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proper to launch an elementary research on some relevant historical facts. There were 
certainly a number of significant events that took place in the history of Hong Kong in 
the sixties, such as the influx of American soldiers due to the Vietnam War (1960 - 1975) 
as well as the series of social unrest that took place in 1967. In terms of social and 
cultural landscape, the sixties was a decade when Hong Kong people worked very hard 
to improve their living standard through developing manufacturing industries, such as 
the toy industry and the watch industry. There were also immigrants from Mainland 
China and many other East Asia areas, like Indonesia. The historical facts mentioned 
above can all be claimed as Hong Kong histories. Yet, as a matter of fact, not all of them 
are found in academic history books. Instead, many of them remained as anecdotes. 
There is always a discrepancy between the grand narrative of historical events 
contained in official discourse, named Hong Kong History, and the daily experiences 
that Hong Kong people encountered. The void, to a certain extent, gives birth to 
literature, especially the realist ones which aim at embracing the contemporary reality 
with artistic craftsmanship of historical interpolation. In terms of Hong Kong English 
fictions, it is typical for one to name Richard Mason's The World of Suzie Wong (1957) 
as a canonical text which is set in late 1950s' Hong Kong. In 1960, the novel was 
adapted into a film. The plot of the novel is driven by a romance between an English 
artist, Robert Lomax, and a Chinese prostitute, Suzie Wong. The romance takes place in 
the Luk Kwok Hotel, which is narrated as a pseudo-brothel in the novel. As introduced 
by Wikipedia, an online free encyclopedia, the hotel featured in the story still exists on 
Gloucester Road in Wanchai. As a matter of fact, the Luk Kwok Hotel narrated in The 
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World of Suzie Wong resembles the Chung King Mansion set in the story 
characteristically. 
It is not expected for Hong Kong people of nowadays to recognize the history 
behind the hotel. Still, the image of Suzie Wong remains a historic icon in Hong Kong 
English literature. Richard Mason published The World of Suzie Wong in 1957, when 
Hong Kong was under the British colonial rule. As an expatriate writer, Richard Mason 
tries to beautify the developing relation between Britain and her colony, Hong Kong， 
with a fascinating cross-cultural romance. The British sailor represents Britain while 
Suzie Wong is a representation of Hong Kong between the 1950s and 1960s. On the 
surface, the female protagonist, Suzie Wong, is a mysterious and seductive figure. The 
bright-colored wig, short cheongsam and high heels always dazzle the western visitors. 
In the 1960s, Suzie Wong becomes a form of fascinating representation of Hong Kong. 
The hybrid image of Suzie Wong impressed both foreign and local audience and 
attracted appreciation, rather than negation. However, as one draws references from 
Orientalism, Richard Mason's The World of Suzie Wong is in fact a typical example of 
colonial discourse, in which the Oriental Other, Hong Kong, is narrated into a western 
other, as "the repository of all those characteristics deemed non-Western" (Childs and 
Williams, 1997: 100). To reassess the novel in terms of post-colonial discourse, Suzie 
Wong becomes quite a problematic representation of Hong Kong that the author himself 
or even people in the 1960s might not notice. In the novel, Suzie Wong has to cover her 
Chinese features with heavy make-up and a bright-colored wig. To a certain extent, the 
black hair and cheongsam that Suzie Wong wears indicate her Chineseness. Instead of 
revealing her Chinese beauty, Suzie Wong has to westernize herself into an exotic 
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feminine figure. Furthermore, in order to please the British sailors, Suzie Wong has to 
speak in English from time to time. Positively speaking, Suzie Wong represents a 
westernized Hong Kong in the 1960s. However, as one takes further secondary reading 
with regard to post-colonial discourse, one may discover that the representation of Hong 
Kong in terms of Suzie Wong is quite an insult. In the story, prostitutes like Suzie Wong 
have to disguise themselves as Eurasian women to please the men in white. Similar to 
the fate that Suzie Wong is subjected to, the colonial Hong Kong in the 1960s was also 
undergoing various processes of westernization so as to favor the British rule. 
Referring back to Xu Xi's "Chung King Mansion", it is not surprising for one to 
associate the "orange lady" who is frequently addressed in the story with Suzie Wong. 
Sharing similar physical features, the "orange lady" (Xu, 2001: 164) is always spotted 
by the narrator around Chung King Mansion: "Coming down the steps of that building is 
the strangest looking person. She has orange hair, and wears a short cheongsam with a 
stiff high collar and very high heels" (Xu, 2001: 164). As revealed in the story, beside 
the "orange lady，，，there are still a "group of ladies in brightly colored cheongsams 
around" (Xu, 2001: 169). Hence, the "orange lady" (Xu, 2001: 164) is not the only 
prostitute that hangs around Chung King Mansion to hunt for men. In The World of 
Suzie Wong, it is an English artist who has fallen in love with Suzie Wong. In "Chung 
King Mansion", there is no single lover involved. Rather, the "orange lady" (Xu, 2001: 
164) is always surrounded by U.S. sailors. They are the targeted clients that the "orange 
lady" has to please and serve. If one chooses to draw historical reference, the Vietnam 
War that began in the sixties may account for Xu Xi's preference in writing the 
American sailors, rather than the British ones, into the story. 
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After drawing traces of similarities between "Chung King Mansion" and The World 
of Suzie Wong, does it mean that one can remark "Chung King Mansion" as a refined 
duplication of The World of Suzie Wong presented in the early twenty first century? If 
this is the case, what can the reader explore in terms of Hong Kong histories narrated in 
post-colonial discourse? It is true that many of the fragmented details in the short story, 
such as the street names and characterization, bear historical references from the 1960s' 
Hong Kong. Still, it does not really hint at any breakthrough in terms of reading histories 
in fictions. 
To clear the doubts addressed above, it is necessary for the reader to pay close 
attention to the narrator adopted in "Chung King Mansion". To contrast the difference 
between writing History in official discourse and writing histories in fictions, it is 
important to note that the latter one often takes the advantage of imposing a specific 
point of view upon the narration with the use of a narrator. By writing histories in 
fictions, there is room for negotiation between historicity and creativity. It is accepted 
that fiction writers have a certain degree of autonomy to interpolate history. In most 
cases, they just feel free to cut and paste histories within their imaginary space. On the 
contrary, the reading of History in official discourse demands absolute accuracy and 
objectivity. The two elements are indispensable in safeguarding the authority of History. 
The reading of histories does not really involve identifying the narrator since there is no 
subjective or personal insights presumed. 
In Xu Xi's "Chung King Mansion", the narrator, "I", plays a significant role in 
telling the histories of 1960s' Hong Kong. The whole story is written in the first person 
narration. The narrator is a 9-year-old Chinese Indonesian girl who lives near Chung 
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King Mansion. By using the consciousness of a girl who is approaching early teenage, 
Xu Xi tries to re-narrate what Hong Kong experienced in the sixties, transforming from 
a fishing village into a British colony. There is parallel juxtaposition between the 
histories of adaptation that Hong Kong encountered under the colonial rule and a young 
girl's initiation story. In "Chung King Mansion", the narrator's stream of consciousness 
does an amazing job in cutting and pasting the scattered pieces of Hong Kong histories 
into a delicate story. In the process of story-telling, the narrator provides a fresh and 
vivid depiction of what she sees and encounters as she always think aloud. Most 
importantly, the narrator often relates herself with the surroundings. Taking the 
narrator's description of the "orange lady" (Xu, 2001: 168) as an example, the "orange 
lady，，is important in the story only because her characterization is always tagged with 
the narrator's perspective. For instance, in the story, the "orange lady" (168) is endorsed 
as "my orange lady" (168). The possessive pronoun, "my" (168)，indicates that the Suzie 
Wong figure narrated in the story is subjected to the narrator's manipulation. "My 
orange lady" (168) is partially configured out of the narrator's imagination and fantasy. 
On one hand, the narrator, "I", is attracted by the eye-catching features of the "orange 
lady". The narrator tries to identify herself with the "orange lady" (Xu, 2001: 164) since 
she believes that the "orange lady" demonstrates maturity as well as femininity. On the 
other hand, the narrator finds the "orange lady" (Xu, 2001: 164) unfamiliar. The 
admiration as well as unfamiliarity developed from the narrator towards the "orange 
lady" provides a new representation of the 1960s' Hong Kong. The narrator's 
stubbornness in wanting to understand more about the "orange lady", to a certain extent, 
reflects the author's determination to retell the history of Hong Kong in the sixties. 
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Instead of just repeating what the official discourse has already mentioned, Xu Xi offers 
a new representation of the 1960s' Hong Kong in "Chung King Mansion". 
Instead of using the critical eyes of an adult to interpret the representation of 
Hong Kong in terms of Suzie Wong, Xu Xi borrows the innocent or even ignorant 
mindset of a child to humorously mock at the established representation of Hong Kong 
in colonial discourse. In the story, the author presents her doubts towards Hong Kong's 
Suzie Wong image very light-heartedly. There is an episode in which the narrator 
questions about the meaning of "prostitute". (Xu, 2001: 171). The ambiguous answers 
provided by the narrator's elder brothers and the narrator's childlike interpretation create 
lots of humor: 
Paul responds. "They're women who make a life from being with men." 
I think about this a moment. "You mean like Mum?" 
Paul is smiling as he replies. "No, not exactly. They are not married women. 
Many of them don't have much money and so they pretend to be a girlfriend to 
men who pay them." 
"So they're like actresses?" 
"Sort of.” 
Besides prompting laughter, the conversation between the siblings also gives a political 
allusion to the relation between Hong Kong and the West. Before the colonial rule, 
Hong Kong was never a renowned place since it was just a remote fishing village in 
Guangdong Province. It was only after being colonized that Hong Kong started playing 
the role of a westernized place. Suzie Wong in the late 1950s 一 early 1960s might fit 
well in representing Hong Kong from the eyes of the West. The transformation that took 
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place in the city was beautified under the exotic feminine image which Suzie Wong 
presented. However, as one reflects on such representation in relation to post-colonial 
studies, did the representation truly signify Hong Kong? It might be true that the colonial 
relation between Hong Kong and her colonizer, Britain, was far from a legal marriage. 
The way which the “orange lady" dressed up to please the foreigners in the 1960s 
coincidentally resembles how Hong Kong took up the role as a colony in the political 
theater. To some extent, the configuration of Hong Kong as a success story established 
by the colonial rule still permeates in the contemporary society: "And she seems to be 
important - even now in the afternoon when there are hardly any sailors around, she is 
talking, laughing, in the centre of everything" (Xu, 2001: 171). 
With the use of the narrator's initiation story, Xu Xi depicts the processes of 
awakening that Hong Kong people in the twenty-first century may experience as they 
trace back to the histories presented in the 1960s Hong Kong. In "Chung King Mansion", 
though the "orange lady", as a shadow of Suzie Wong, appears frequently in the story 
and haunts in the narrator's dreams, she is depicted merely as an image, a form of 
impression or somehow representation. In the story, such an image often confuses or 
even frightens the narrator: "In my dream, the orange lady has her back to me ... When 
she turns around, her face is pale and heavily make up. It's my mother's face, but she 
stares at me as if I'm a stranger. I scream and run away" (Xu, 2001: 173). By the end of 
the story，there is an episode in which the narrator is able to examine her "orange lady" 
closely inside a lift in Chung King Mansion. The narrator eventually realizes that the 
"orange lady" she has been admiring is no more than an inauthentic configuration: 
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She looks different somehow. Her orange hair isn't quite as orange anymore, 
and the black roots are prominent. She has no makeup on, and she's wearing 
ordinary clothes, a pair of cotton slacks and a blouse. But it's definitely my 
orange lady. I recognize her. I walk up close, and realize she's only a little 
taller than me. She isn't smiling and laughing. In her hand is a cloth net bag 
filled with vegetables and meat wrapped in newspaper. (Xu, 2001: 179-180). 
In the story, the narrator is just undergoing initiation. She feels curious about the 
"orange lady" (168) who demonstrates a grown-up feminine figure. The narrator's quest 
for growth interweaves with the author's attempt to re-examine the historical 
representation of Hong Kong located in the 1960s. As one traces back to history, there is 
an unspoken expectation to leam from the past and seek for progression. But what if the 
past is in fact a problematic misrepresentation? In the story, the narrator is greatly 
disappointed as she discovers that the "orange lady" is merely configured of Eurasian 
stereotype and mimicry: 
I don't know why, but I begin to cry. My orange lady scared me. Her ordinary 
speaking voice isn't melodious and sweet as I've always imagined, but rather 
rough and deep, like the hawker woman at the market ... She isn't the grown 
up lady I thought she was. She isn't grown up at all (Xu, 2001: 179-180). 
In writing the histories of the 1960s’ Hong Kong, does the author face the same 
disappointment as she traces back to the representation of Hong Kong which was once 
formulated in colonial discourse? To conclude what Xu Xi has done in writing "Chung 
King Mansion", it is believed that the author does not simply repeat Mason's 
representation of Hong Kong in terms of Suzie Wong. Instead, the author tries to 
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paraphrase the same old story with a new voice. Xu Xi's "Chung King Mansion" is a 
parody of the familiar Hong Kong story developed in the sixties. Though the setting of 
the story suggests that the narrator, "I", is located in colonial Hong Kong, the mindset 
she bears is far from being absorbed in colonial discourse. 
Hong Kong in the Seventies: Hong Kong in Terms of the MTR 
In “Chung King Mansion", the story ends with a sense of unease. The narrator's 
fantasy towards her "orange lady" (181) is somehow shattered by the end of the story: 
"Even though I can't see her face, I'm sure she's not smiling anymore" (Xu, 2001: 181). 
In "The Yellow Line", Xu Xi writes about Hong Kong in the seventies with a similar 
sense of unease. In "Chung King Mansion，，，Chung King Mansion serves as a stationary 
architectural landmark and supports the configuration of Hong Kong in the 1960s. In 
"The Yellow Line，，，it is interesting to note how Xu Xi narrates Hong Kong through the 
Mass Transit Railway (MTR), a means of transport, which first commenced its service 
in 1979 and remains a popular means of transport nowadays. 
Tracing the history of the MTR, it is not surprising to discover that the railway 
system originated from the colonial development Hong Kong experienced between the 
1960s and the 1970s. According to the Hong Kong Railway Information Centre, it was 
in 1967 that the government first appointed some British transport consultants to launch 
the "Hong Kong Mass Transport Study^". There were three main factors which caused 
the proposed construction of the MTR: 
The continual population growth in Hong Kong and a strong demand for 
public transport were two main factors which lead to the government's 
6 Freeman, Fox, Wilbur Smith, and Associates. Hong Kong Mass Transport Study. 
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decision to carry out this study. Approximately 80% of Hong Kong's 
population lived in overcrowded areas surrounded by mountains and sea, an 
urban road programme would require a large scale property demolition. This 
was another reason why an underground mass transit system was needed 
(<http://www.geocities.com/Tokyo/Bay/9585/index.html>). 
On the surface, the construction of the MTR in the 1970s is no more than a 
transportation policy. Referring to the official documents^ published by the MTR 
Corporation, the MTR was historically recorded as a breakthrough in Hong Kong's 
success story. Being transformed from an underdeveloped fishing village into a self-
sustained colonial port, the configuration of Hong Kong in the 1970s and 1980s is often 
associated with industrial as well as economic growth. The commencement of the MTR, 
thus, indicates Hong Kong's honorable achievement in terms of population and 
economic growth in the 1970s. Even now, the MTR contributes a great deal to the city's 
urban development in the twenty-first century. Undeniably, the grand opening date of 
the MTR service in 1979 is a big day in local history. It may even remind people of the 
benefit that Hong Kong people would not possibly enjoy in the 1970s without the British 
colonial rule. In official History, the 1970s was a golden decade when Hong Kong 
started evolving into an industrial city. 
Even in "The Yellow Line", Xu Xi begins her writing of Hong Kong histories by 
embracing the industrious spirit that the 1970s' Hong Kong embodies. In the story, the 
narrator begins the narrative with his first ride of "the underground iron" (Xu, 2001: 129) 
7 Refers to Annual Report/Mass Transit Railway Corporation,地下鐵路首日通車紀念特刊(1979) & 地 
下鐵路港島綫首曰通車紀念特刊(1978). 
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with his mother: "She had taken him finally, on that great day，into the magic cave of the 
underground" (Xu, 2001: 129): 
What a day when the Mass Transit Railway opened! Everyone had rushed to 
try this new "Underground Iron" - the Cantonese name for the system. The 
people of Hong Kong had never seen a subway before (Xu, 2001: 129). 
Referring to the history of the MTR provided by the Hong Kong Railway Information 
Centre, it was on 1st October 1979 that the MTR system (Kwun Tong Line) commenced 
service. The operation was limited from Shek Kip Mei to Kwun Tong. It was only until 
12^ February 1980 that the operation further extended from Tsim Sha Tsui to Chater. 
Therefore, though Xu Xi sets the story in the seventies of Hong Kong, the full operation 
of the Kwun Tong Line from Kwun Tong to Chater in Hong Kong History in fact began 
in 1980. 
In "The Yellow Line，，，the protagonist, "he", is a young boy who lives with his 
parents in Lok Fu Estate: "... Lok Fu Estate which was his whole world" (Xu, 2001: 
129). Just like the young girl in "Chung King Mansion", the unsophisticated perspective 
of the anonymous protagonist, "he", light-heartedly depicts the excitement and fantasy 
that people in the 1970s might have developed towards the MTR. Even though the 
whole story is written in the third-person narration, the narrator is somehow omniscient. 
The god-like narrator very often reads the mind of the protagonist aloud and interjects 
the child's consciousness into the narration from time to time: "Him too him too, he 
wanted to ride the underground iron!" (Xu, 2001: 129). Therefore, as the reader follows 
the child's consciousness closely throughout the text, they may discover that it is the 
protagonist, "he", but not the MTR, which becomes the essence of the story. 
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In “Writing the Literature of Non-denial" (Bolton, 2002: 225), Xu Xi unveils 
what she aims at embracing the 1970s' Hong Kong in “The Yellow Line". Surprisingly, 
as Xu Xi addresses in the essay, she writes "The Yellow Line" not to capture the 
overwhelming joy that the MTR brought forth, but "the way its [the MTR] existence 
‘collapsed，my [her] city, connecting disparate districts and social classes in this [that] 
democratic conveyance" (Bolton, 2002: 225). Instead of glorifying the value of the MTR 
to the 1970s' Hong Kong public, Xu Xi intensifies the social problems that the MTR 
may provoke or at least reflect in relation to the colonial rule that Hong Kong people are 
subjected to over that period. 
First of all, as highlighted in a seminar held in the "i-city festival 2005^", there 
existed a phenomenon of house moving in the 1970s' Hong Kong society. The lower 
class worked very hard so as to move into bigger houses. Similar to city landscape 
nowadays, districts and locations classify local residents into different classes, ranging 
from the upper class who live on the Peak to the lower class who compact themselves 
into small flats that are located in lowland areas, such as the New Territories. Originally, 
the spatial distance between the rich and the poor provides adequate room for both 
groups to co-exist without confronting each other. It was only until the commencement 
of the MTR in the 1970s that the spatial boundaries among people of different classes 
collapsed. Functioning as a public transport network, on one hand, the MTR positively 
narrowed the spatial distance among people of different districts and facilitates urban 
development: "The trains of the Mass Transit Railway moved people from the industrial 
outbacks of Kwun Tong in Kowloon, to Central, the business district on Hong Kong 
8 Organized by the Hong Kong Art Centre between January and March, 2005. During the event, seminars, 
publications, public screening as well as live shows were held. 
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island. Chater ^station. Last stop" (Xu, 2001: 128). On the other hand, the improved 
accessibility from one district to another, however, did not necessarily eliminate the 
psychological alienation among people of different classes and financial backgrounds. 
Instead of constructing harmonious communication among various social communities 
in the 1970s, the MTR rocked the social balance and surfaced problems of undesirable 
contrast and social inequality. 
In "The Yellow Line", Xu Xi captures the subtle sense of unease and insecurity 
that the 1970s' Hong Kong public might have encountered through narrating a young 
boy's secret traveling experiences on the MTR. In the short story, the MTR exists not 
only as a verisimilitude, but also a metaphor which mocks at the colonial rule. While 
official History of the 1970s pinpoints the industrial and economic growth that Hong 
Kong achieved under the British colonial rule, Xu Xi tries to unveil the identity crisis 
embedded behind the industrial bloom. In the short story, the protagonist, "he", is 
entrapped in his tiny world, Lok Fu E s t a t e I t is only until his first ride on the MTR to 
Kowloon Tong that the boy starts gaining his access to other environments. Along the 
MTR line, Lok Fu and Kowloon Tong are just one stop away from each other. The two 
districts are physically proximate. Yet, the two districts form a sharp contrast in terms of 
living standard. In the short story, Lok Fu represents the living that the majority of Hong 
Kong people faced in the 1970s. Having rather limited education and expertise, the 70s， 
generation lived a harsh life. Many Hong Kong people engaged themselves in local 
9 On 31st May 1985, several MTR stations were renamed. The Chater station is now named as Central. 
[Other renamed stations include Waterloo (Yau Ma Tei), Argyle (Mongkok) and Lai Wan (Mei Foo)]. 
Lok Fu Estate is a public housing estate. It was built in the 1970s and remains in its original site even 
till now. 
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manufacturing industries. They worked for long hours in factories, but received low 
wages. Not many of them could afford private housing. Accommodation became a 
major issue for the British government to deal with: 
After the fire in Shek Kip Mei squatter area in 1953, the government drew up 
a housing policy to solve the housing shortage. It aimed at accommodating the 
most people within the least space and standardized dwellings to prevent 
dwellers from causing trouble - an important issue for the colonial government 
in the 1950s (Extracted from the seminar speech delivered by Bryan Chang on 
"Texture of a City in Hong Kong Cinema", a seminar held by the Hong Kong 
Film Archive dated on 26^ February, 2005). 
Public housing, thus, emerged since the 1970s as a means to cope with the population 
pressure and soothe housing problem. When compared with squatter area, like Shek Kip 
Mei, the public housing experience indicated a great step to construct a sense of home 
for the 1970s' generation: 
The spirit of public housing was built on a real and present need for a home. 
Prior to the 1950s, Hong Kong was regarded as a transient shelter by many of 
its inhabitants. The squatter area of the 1950s had a sense of temporariness and 
it was soon replaced by 'elevated' accommodations. These concrete public 
housing estates were the seed of Hong Kong's housing development. They 
provided a space for sustainable development and it was only when homes 
could grow that the Hong Kong identity could take shape as a construct 
(Extracted from the seminar speech delivered by Bryan Chang on "Texture of 
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a City in Hong Kong Cinema", a seminar held by the Hong Kong Film 
Archive dated on 26山 February, 2005). 
Still, the congested space and limited facilities provided in public housing estates were 
far from an ideal living environment. Many crimes and social problems arose. Therefore, 
what Xu Xi depicts in "The Yellow Line" in relation to the Lok Fu Estate in the 1970s is 
basically factual. The verisimilitude somehow formulates the chaotic world in which the 
protagonist, "he", was brought up. 
The chaos, however, is not only limited to the external setting, such as the poor 
living environment, but also the internal mindset that the protagonist obtains with regard 
to his family background. Having abusive parents, there is a strong sense of loss and 
insecurity nurtured in relation to family violence and poverty: 
Everyday at three o'clock his mother would fall asleep, having drunk too 
much again. He would shake his mother, trying to wake her so that she would 
take him on the train. But she would only push him aside and tell him to go 
away. (Xu, 2001: 130). 
She continued to beat him in a blind fury until the neighbors called the police 
and she had to stop. When her husband came home, he yelled at her for 
beating the child, and then he hit her. (Xu, 2001: 134). 
Suffering both physical and psychological pain, the MTR ride becomes the sole way for 
the protagonist, "he", to hunt for self-comforting fantasy and adventure. In the short 
story, Kowloon Tong is narrated as an untrodden paradise for the boy to take his courage 
and launch secret exploration individually: "Outside he saw a wall surrounding a huge 
playing field. There were also houses，big beautiful houses, not like the tiny flat he and 
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his family lived in. (Xu, 2001: 131). Positively speaking, the exploration broadens the 
protagonist's horizon. However, it also undesirably leads to contrast in living standards 
between the colonizer and the colonized: 
He saw some children playing there. They were foreign devil children with 
golden hair. How rich they must be because they had gold color hair. 
Everyone knew gold meant lots of money... Mother was important because 
his mother was always shouting at his father about money ... These little boys 
had golden hair and didn't need any money. They were all happy and laughing. 
If only he knew how to get money! (Xu, 2001: 131). 
With the innocent yet subjective mindset of the protagonist, Xu Xi humorously 
highlights the major difference between the westerners and local Chinese in the 1970s. 
The protagonist's ridiculous association between the "golden hair" (Xu, 2001: 131) and 
"money" (Xu, 2001: 131) reveals that colonial manipulation are basically built upon 
economic power. Drawing reference from Bhabha，s discussion about colonial stereotype 
and mimicry, it is observable that the colonial relation between the British sovereignty 
and Hong Kong in the 1970s can be measured in money terms. In "Chung King 
Mansion", the "orange lady" (Xu, 2001: 168) dresses up as a European woman to please 
her clients. Similarly, in the 1960s，there embedded various traces of colonial mimicry in 
the Hong Kong society. The mimicry that Suzie Wong represented was merely 
developed upon an immature sense of inferiority. The blind mimicry drew Hong Kong 
into a humiliated position since the colony was portrayed as a play-thing which pleased 
the west superficially. The sense of insecurity and inferiority, however, soon became the 
motivation for Hong Kong people to work hard for their own living in the 1970s. What 
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the protagonist, "he", observes in relation to the differences between people in Kowloon 
Tong and his family, echoes the realization that Hong Kong people experienced in the 
1970s. The mercenary attitude embedded in the Hong Kong society since the colonial 
rule can be interpreted as another form of colonial stereotype and mimicry. Apart from 
recognizing the physical racial differences, such as the skin and hair colour, Hong Kong 
people in the 1970s perceived wealth as the major difference between the colonizer and 
the colonized. In "The Yellow Line", the living environment is narrated as an obvious 
indicator of wealth. Lok Fu Estate represents the low position which the majority of 
Hong Kong people were located in the 1970s while Kowloon Tong represents the living 
which the westerners enjoyed in the same period. 
In "The Yellow Line", the MTR functions as a metaphor and illustrates how the 
colonial rule amazingly narrows the distance between Hong Kong and the world abroad. 
The influx of westerners and immigrants from the Mainland as well as other Asian areas 
gradually turned the 1970s' Hong Kong into a hybrid colony. The notion of rendezvous 
may again apply to analyze the situation of Hong Kong. While Chung King Mansion 
shows how the place gathers people of different ethnic and social backgrounds, the MTR 
indicates how these people are located in different districts on the map of Hong Kong. 
By configuring Hong Kong as a rendezvous that welcomes expatriate visitors and 
investors, the British government ruled the place by economic means. The configuration 
of Hong Kong in the 1970s，hence, is depicted in "The Yellow Line" as a young boy's 
golden dream for a better living. Metaphorically, "the yellow line" (128) may also be 
interpreted as the psychological entrapment that the colonial rule imposed on Hong 
Kong people in the 1970s. The relation between the colonial rule and "the yellow line" 
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in the story is metonymic. In the 1970s, Hong Kong people started nurturing a sense of 
obedience with regard to the colonial rule. In the short story, such obedient attitude is 
depicted as the way in which passengers would usually stand behind "the yellow line" 
(128) patiently before the train arrives: 
Every day he went right up to the tip of that yellow line, never daring to put a 
toe across. He would be immobilized, his eyes fixed on that line painted on the 
smooth hard concrete. The yellow line. The sacred yellow line (Xu, 2001: 128). 
To a certain extent, "the yellow line" (128) functions as a form of protection: "In the 
shiny caves of Hong Kong's modem new underground, the yellow line separated 
waiting passengers from the pits of the train tracks" (Xu, 2001: 128). Hong Kong people 
in the 1970s understood that it would be socially secure if Hong Kong remained under 
the rule of the British government. 
In "The Yellow Line", the undesirable living that the protagonist daily experienced 
eventually drew him into self-destruction: "As the train pulled swiftly into the station, he 
dashed, over the yellow line, into the pits of the train tracks" (Xu, 2001, 136). His 
unfulfilled fantasy for an alternative life like the one he sees in Kowloon Tong somehow 
collapses by the end of the story. The tragic ending does not suggest any solutions to the 
problems highlighted in the story. Rather, the protagonist's suicidal attempt just ended 
the story pathetically. "The yellow line" (128) remains, so does the colonial rule. There 
is no way out. Tracing back to the official history of the 1970s' Hong Kong, there is no 
trace of similar rebellious attempts in which Hong Kong people indicated their 
determination to live outside the colonial rule. Most people remained rather absorbed in 
their mercenary goals. They worked very hard to develop Hong Kong from a fishing 
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village into an industrial kingdom. The money-oriented spirit later developed Hong 
Kong into an international financial sector in the 1980s and the 1990s. Still, there were 
several occasions when the economic bubble was poked. The one in 1997 was a good 
example. The golden dreams that Hong Kong people had been bearing in mind over the 
decades vanished into thin air. It was also the time when Hong Kong people eventually 
realized that the colonial stereotype and mimicry that they were formerly equipped with 
was proved to be problematic. 
Hong Kong in the Eighties: Hong Kong in Terms of the Moonlight Sonata 
Concerning the 1980s, Joseph Y.S. Cheng's Hong Kong in the 1980s may 
provide comprehensive reference to the multiple developments that Hong Kong 
experienced in the 1980s, regarding the establishment of various administrative, 
economic as well as social systems. There were lots of movements and policies launched, 
hoping to enhance the city's competitiveness as an industrial port in favor of Mainland 
China's Open Door Policy''. The idea of settling a prosperous future for the city of 
Hong Kong in the eighties, nevertheless, was shown to be no longer an easy journey. As 
highlighted in "Emerging Patterns of Social Conflict in Hong Kong Society", an essay 
written by M.K. Lee collected in Hong Kong in the 1980s, there were social conflicts. 
Most importantly, the prolonged controversy over the Sino-British Joint Declaration had 
also dragged Hong Kong people to extreme unease and worries. 
To capture the ebbs and flows aroused by the political and social concern for 
settling the future of Hong Kong in its post-colonial era, Xu Xi writes the history of 
Hong Kong in the eighties in terms of a piece of sonata in "Allegro Quasi Una Fantasia". 
‘‘The Open Door Policy is the current stated policy of the government of the People's Republic of China 
starting in 1978 with the Chinese economic reform policies under Deng Xiaoping. 
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Paying attention to the title of the short story, it is not difficult to recognize that the title 
originates from Beethoven's Piano Sonata no. 14, c sharp minor, Quasi Una Fantasia�^ 
which bears another popular title as the Moonlight Sonata. Though the short story is 
collected in History's Fiction, it was first extracted from Concerto in a Major Key’ a title 
which obviously indicates musical allusion. Knowing some background information of 
the short story, however, does not really help clarifying the following paradox: What is 
the relation between the history of Hong Kong in the 1980s and a piece of western music 
which was composed by Beethoven in 1801? 
Before launching textual analysis on the short story, it is interesting to first dig 
deep into the history of Beethoven's Quasi Una Fantasia. According to the notes on the 
Moonlight Sonata offered by BBC Radio, the sonata is divided into three separate parts, 
namely Adagio sostenuto, Allegreto and Presto agitato. The first movement is a 
condensed but rather moderate sonata. It is also the most well known one as it delivers 
mysterious, almost haunting melody which is whisper like. The second movement is in 
the form of scherzo, known as a comic composition which is usually fast-moving. The 
key of the movement, however，is D flat major, which deviated from the overall key of 
C sharp minor. The third movement is completely different from the previous two. Its 
rapid progression from notes to notes is even more invigorating and powerful than the 
second movement. 
As one interrelates the rhythm assigned to each movement of Beethoven's Quasi 
Una Fantasia with the pace of transformation that Hong Kong has been undergoing 
since the 1970s，it is thought-provoking to note that the two bear similar patterns in 
Named by Ludwig van Beethoven in German, means It. Almost a fantasy. 
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terms of variation. First of all, with reference to the title of the short story, Xu Xi 
specifically notes that the Quasi Una Fantasia she addresses in representing the 1980s’ 
Hong Kong is in the form of allegro. It is more likely to associate the short story with the 
second movement of Beethoven's Quasi Una Fantasia. The word，allegro, literally 
means rapid and also refers to a piece of fast-moving music. Tracing the development of 
Hong Kong since the 1970s, it is noticeable that the 1970s was a rather stable decade 
with satisfactory industrial boom and social establishment. It was between the late 1970s 
and the early 1980s that the concern for the 1997 issue started surfacing in the Hong 
Kong society. The 1997 issue soon aroused tension and doubt among members of the 
community, ranging from foreign investors to middle-class local citizens. After two-year 
long negotiations, representatives of the British government and the central authority of 
the People's Republic of China announced the first draft of the Sino-British Joint 
Declaration on 26 September 1984. Apart from containing a joint declaration, the 
agreement also contains three annexes and an associated exchange of memoranda, 
addressing the issue of maintaining the prosperity and stability of Hong Kong after the 
termination of the New Territories lease. As a matter of consequence, the frequent 
discussion over the future of Hong Kong held between the two governments soon 
accelerated the pace of political changes that Hong Kong experienced over the decade. 
The political policies also inevitably lead to fluctuations in various social aspects, 
especially the attitudes of Hong Kong people towards facing the future of Hong Kong. 
Just as the rhythm assigned in the second and the third movement of Quasi Una 
Fantasia, the pace of transformation taking place in Hong Kong during the 1980s and 
1990s is just like an allegro or allegretto. Positively speaking, the rapid social and 
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political transformation brought forth many possibilities in writing the histories as well 
as the future of Hong Kong. In the formal discourse of Hong Kong History, it is 
noticeable that official documents tend to emphasize historicizing how the two 
governments have paid tremendous sincere effort on constructing a promising future for 
Hong Kong through negotiations since the 1980s. On the surface, the negotiations 
signified the concern and guarantee which the two governments aimed at offering to the 
public in relation to the change of sovereignty. However, underneath, it was 
understandable that the political negotiations also aroused a great sense of unease and 
insecurity in the local community over the 1980s. Regarding the future of Hong Kong in 
terms of political stability, it is worth noting that the sense of doubt and loss has not 
dispersed even until now in 2006，almost a decade after the 1997 Handover. It is based 
upon the psychological entrapment every single Hong Kong people might have 
encountered in the 1980s that Xu Xi presents an alternative version of what the local 
community experienced in the 1980s. 
In "Allegro Quasi Una Fantasia", Xu Xi introduces another initiation story of a 
19-year-old Hong Kong girl, Yvette Chan, who bears a similar sense of loss as she faces 
her blurred future ahead. In the short story, the protagonist is a young pianist whose 
former living has been frequently manipulated by her parents through ceaseless unsettled 
negotiations: 
Here they were, arguing like two street hawkers, except that they kept their 
voices low. Even after the argument subsided, she heard the echo of their yes-
no-yes-no from years back, first overheard, later as witness, as if she could 
take sides (Xu, 2001:81). 
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In the story, parenting becomes unreasonable manipulation which takes its shape in 
various aspects of the protagonist's daily life. In the beginning of the story, the author 
first visualizes the hidden bondage that the protagonist suffers through "the bandage on 
her right hand" (Xu, 2001: 79): 
In the bathroom, she undid the bandage. A mere bruise! Yet Mother had 
insisted - Mother always insisted on impeding piano practice - that she wrap it 
up. Yvette remembered Father's expression on board the plane when she 
bumped her hand. Humor your mother, it said. And she had, silencing Mother, 
upsetting no one (Xu, 2001: 79). 
The bandage soon unveils the torn living that the protagonist's parents blindly impose on 
her. On one hand, there are traces of connection between the protagonist's current living 
and traditional Chinese value and culture. For instance, apart from being supervised by 
her parents, the protagonist has been babysat by an amah: 
Finally, she was rid of her amah, her nursemaid-woman-in-waiting. At 
nineteen, she was too old for that outdated Chinese custom, fashionable 
though it was in Mother's view, for girls from better homes to have amahs (Xu, 
2001:79). 
On the other hand, the protagonist has been given an upbringing that pursues western or 
even international scope of exposure. The intensive piano training that the protagonist 
receive from Miss Kwok is a typical example: "Madeline doesn't want to be trapped into 
being a Hong Kong Chinese woman. Which was why she never married, and indulged in 
Western music and foreign lovers" (Xu, 2001: 83). Superficially, the hybrid training 
should have equipped the protagonist with a bright and secure future. Nevertheless, as 
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revealed in the story, the prolonged negotiations among the protagonist's parents, the 
piano teacher or even the nurse-maid eventually drag the protagonist to extreme 
exhaustion and self-doubt. It is through a trip to London that the protagonist grasps a 
turning point in life: 
Unfamiliar city. Its curious greyness fostered a vague sense of deja vu; the 
sparse winter greenery made Hong Kong's winters seem lush by comparison. 
She became gradually aware of a foreign-ness - it wasn't English - that made 
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her more fully cognizant of actually being in London ... She wasn't sure. But 
knew, she was certain, that this was not Hong Kong, that this was the 
beginning of something new (Xu, 2001: 83). 
By the end of the story, the protagonist leaves her parents and secretly escapes to Paris, a 
place where the protagonist searches for her own independence as well as new home. 
Reflecting the initiation story of the young girl on the historical transformation 
that Hong Kong encountered in the decade of eighties, one may notice that political 
negotiations play a key role in writing the history of Hong Kong. To the two 
governments, political negotiations are means to silence the dispute from the public. 
However, to most Hong Kong people, especially the well-educated middle-class, 
political negotiations arranged before and after the public announcement of the Sino-
British Joint Declaration only led to further frustration and worries: "Since she had 
begun her walk, Yvette had put her parents right out of her mind. Her never-in-
agreement parents, especially where her welfare was concerned" (Xu, 2001: 84). Facing 
the existing ties of political manipulation in the 1980s，many Hong Kong people 
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developed mistrust towards the unsettled Hong Kong future and shared a strong desire of 
departure: 
Rebellion stirred. Would she forever be Father's performing doll and Mother's 
adversary? (Xu, 2001: 84). 
The idea came to her in an instant. She would go to Paris, and disappear (Xu, 
2001:85). 
As the taxi rolled towards her destination, she told herself: Movement is 
everything (Xu, 2001: 85). 
Immigration, thus, emerged as another historical icon that marks the history of Hong 
Kong in the 1980s. In "Allegro Quasi Una Fantasia", Xu Xi tries to capture the unease 
that every Hong Kong person might have encountered in the 1980s through the struggle 
that a Hong Kong girl experiences in confirming her own future path. By referring to 
Beethoven's Quasi Una Fantasia performed in allegro, the story contains the echo of 
what was embedded behind the Sino-British Joint Declaration in her individual 
articulation of Hong Kong history. Just like the second movement of the Moonlight 
Sonata, Xu Xi's episode of 1980s' Hong Kong suggests deviation as the key goes to D 
flat major, instead of C sharp minor. In official discourse of Hong Kong History, it is 
observable that political negotiations and treaties between the governments of the 
colonizer and the colonized are always presented as constructive tools which determine 
the history of the colonized. However, in "Allegro Quasi Una Fantasia", negotiations 
malfunction and threaten one's future. Still, the protagonist's courage to start a new life 
signifies the determination that some Hong Kong people share in writing a new page of 
Hong Kong history through migration. It is also on the lands of countries, like Canada, 
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New Zealand as well as the United States, that branches of Hong Kong histories keep 
being generated. 
Hong Kong in the Nineties: Hong Kong in terms of Restaurants 
Compared with other previous decades, the 1990s seems to be the most eye-
catching and controversial decade in the recent history of Hong Kong. The issue of the 
1997 Handover had been dangling in people's mind since the Sino-British Joint 
Declaration announced on December 1984^^ Regarding the 1997 issue, there is a 
considerable amount of official documents, news reports as well as journal essays 
collected in local historical information archives, such as Hong Kong Yearbook 
(<http://www.yearbook.gov.hk/#>) and Hong Kong 1997, an annual report for the year 
of 1997. Still, a question remains: What does the 1997 Handover really mean to Hong 
Kong people? Bearing this question in mind, the reader may explore how Xu Xi depicts 
the change of sovereignty in a very lighthearted way in "Insignificant Moments in the 
History of Hong Kong". 
There are a number of approaches to examine the transition that took place between 
the colonial Hong Kong and the post-colonial Hong Kong. It is also rather difficult for 
one to date the span of the transitional period exactly. Thus, it is highly controversial to 
define what the significant moments are in relation to the 1997 Handover issue. 
Nevertheless, it is inarguable that people write about the 1997 Handover because they 
think it is significant. As addressed in the introductory chapter, it is interesting to note 
that history-writing very often involves processes of contextualization: "to contextual ize 
is to expose the history of what might otherwise seem outside history, natural and thus 
See history and details in the official home page owned by The Preparatory Committee for the Hong 
Kong Special Administrative Region of the National People's Congress. 
(<http://www.hkbu.edu.hk/~pchksar/index.html>) 
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universal, that is, the essence" (Rooney in "In a Word: Interview"). To decide whether 
an event or a moment is significant or not is certainly a complicated matter. In history-
writing, historians play a crucial role in determining what should be included in or 
excluded from history. The official discourse of History then helps simplify as well as 
systematize the ways people understand the past. Taking the 1997 Handover as an 
example, as one draws reference from the introductory chapter of Hong Kong Yearbook 
on the year of 1997，it is not difficult to notice an obvious illustration of how the official 
discourse of Hong Kong History tends to patriotically historicize the change of 
sovereignty: 
July 1，1997, was a day of paramount importance in the history of Hong Kong 
and a cause for celebration for all Chinese people. After 156 years of 
separation, Hong Kong was eventually reunited with China to become part of 
one nation. The destiny of Hong Kong people is now in their own hands. With 
dignity and pride, we chart our own future {Hong Kong Yearbook 1997, 
Chapter One). 
In "Insignificant Moments in the History of Hong Kong", Xu Xi attempts the issue 
of what should be included in history sarcastically. As a fiction writer rather than a 
historian, Xu Xi claims in the title of the short story that she writes only about the 
insignificant moments in the history of Hong Kong through her story. Taking the 
advantage of juxtaposing history and fiction in History's Fiction, Xu Xi grants those 
insignificant moments a chance of survival in fiction which functions as an alternative 
discourse for the history of Hong Kong. First of all, in "Insignificant Moments in the 
History of Hong Kong", the author condenses the history of Hong Kong in the 1990s 
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into a two-day narration. The story is written in the third-person narration and divided 
into two parts. It features what the male protagonist, Lam Yam Kuen，experiences on the 
30^ June and July of 1997，the transitional dates before and after the 1997 Handover. 
Having a clear indicator of time and location in the beginning of each part of the story, 
Xu Xi tries to simplify the context of the 1997 Handover as a change of date and title for 
the city of Hong Kong in history. The calendrical numbers echo the irony which Xu Xi 
adopts on diluting the significance of the 1997 Handover in Hong Kong history. Putting 
the political and social concern aside, the change of sovereignty in 1997 may be 
recorded merely as a momentary passage of time, from "Monday, June 30，1997. Hong 
Kong, BCC. 1430 Hrs." (Xu, 2001: 23) to "Tuesday, July 1，1997. Hong Kong, SAR. 
1830 Hrs." (Xu, 2001:26). 
Apart from the presentation of time, Xu Xi also explores the dimension of location 
in history. Instead of setting the short story in well-known places that are built 
particularly in memoir of the 1997 Handover, such as the Monument in Commemoration 
of the Return of Hong Kong to China (香港回歸紀念碑）and Bauhinia Square (金紫荆 
廣場).Xu Xi selects restaurants, the very ordinary spots, to locate her narration of Hong 
Kong history with regard to the exchange of sovereignty. Echoing what the title of the 
short story suggests, a dining place like a restaurant is a popular, but rather insignificant 
venue for Hong Kong people to gather for festive celebration. Interested in witnessing 
the historical moment of the 1997 Handover, people of various social and ethnic 
backgrounds flocked to Hong Kong for gatherings. Once again, Hong Kong becomes a 
rendezvous for sojourners. Restaurants become the preferred venues for people to gather 
and celebrate the change of sovereignty. It seems that festive feasts held in restaurants or 
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dinning clubs on the eve or the date of the 1997 Handover manifest the transient 
significance of the historical event. During the two transitional dates of the 1997 
Handover, parties were thrown, banquets were held and official ceremonies were 
broadcasted. People eat and drink for joy. Yet, behind those noise and laughter, what do 
people grasp in mind that is significant in Hong Kong history? On the contrary, would it 
be possible that it is the insignificant moments that count in the history of Hong Kong? 
Prompted by the above question, Xu Xi manipulates the boundaries between the 
significant and insignificant moments recorded in the history of Hong Kong through her 
work, History's Fiction. In the official discourse of Hong Kong History, it is taken for 
granted that only formal issues in relation to the 1997 Handover, such as the Sino-British 
Joint Declaration (signed between Britain and China on 19th December, 1984) and The 
Basic Law (came into effect on July, 1997) are recorded. Those events are also issues 
that belong to the public domain. Yet, in "Insignificant Moments in the History of Hong 
Kong", Xu Xi writes nothing serious about the exchange of sovereignty. Instead, the 
author focuses on depicting the daily lives that Hong Kong people experience as usual 
despite the coming of the 1997 Handover. There are a number of fragmented episodes in 
which the narrator describes trivial conversations held among the protagonist, Lam Yam 
Kuen, and other characters. The characters joked with the little fat cat that Lam's uncle, 
Cheuk, keeps in the restaurant. They talked enthusiastically about the firework displays 
arranged especially for the 1997 Handover. 
Recalling what Bill Ashcroft highlights in Post-colonial Transformation, history is 
defined in its singular form as a consistent and coherent unit of discourse to assert a 
sense of authority as well as stability: "History is a method rather than a truth, an 
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institutional formalization of stories we tell ourselves to make sense of our lives" 
(Ashcroft, 2001: 86). However, the idea of imposing "an institutional formalization" 
(Ashcroft, 2001: 86) upon the past soon unveils that there are always alternative versions 
of the past outside history. Therefore, what Xu Xi addresses in her version of Hong 
Kong history is not highly associated with the public domain that presents a number of 
formal events taken place in the year of 1997. Rather, she targets at the private domain 
which dwells in the memories of Hong Kongers individually. The private domain 
addressed then functions as a framework which presents the history of Hong Kong with 
a specific scope of perspective. In this case, the male protagonist, Lam Yam Kuen, plays 
a significant role in configuring the history of Hong Kong delivered in the short story. 
Having a full Chinese name, the male protagonist is known as a very ordinary local 
Chinese who works as a maitre d，in a dinning club. It seems rather strange to associate 
the protagonist with any significant issues related to Hong Kong history. Unlike the 
prominent political figures, such as Deng Xiao Ping and Margaret Thatcher, ordinary 
individuals, like the male protagonsit, should have no say in configuring the history of 
Hong Kong. Drawing reference to what Spivak highlights in the subaltern studies, Xu 
Xi's idea of recovering the insignificant moments in Hong Kong history shares a similar 
motive of granting the subaltern the second chance to tell their own version of Hong 
Kong histories. 
In the short story，there are two restaurants located in two totally different 
districts, namely Sha Tin and Tai Koo Place, which serve as the major settings. The two 
districts, one in the New Territories and another one in Tai Koo Place, are labeled as two 
distinctive social circles which coexist in the city of Hong Kong. Addressed in the first 
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part of the story, the former one refers to a small-scale restaurant which is run by the 
protagonist's uncle, Cheuk. Although there are occasional foreign diners, the restaurant 
mainly serve local guests: "The restaurant is small; it seats around fifty and serves 
home-style dishes, mostly for a dinner crowd. Its specialty is snake, a winter delicacy" 
(Xu, 2001: 25). The characters involved are mainly local people who do low-wage labor 
work, such as waiters and dishwashers. The verisimilitude then exposes the same type of 
living that ordinary local people may face regardless of the change of sovereignty. It 
justifies the way Xu Xi delicately notes all the "insignificant" details about how 
characters, like Uncle Cheuk, a unmarried middle-age man who has no family ties, 
spend the eve of the 1997 Handover indifferently: 
"So are you going to see the fireworks tonight?" 
Cheuk shrugs. "Are you?" 
"I'll watch them on the big screen at work. It's supposed to be a super 
event ... Eight million they're spending. Mainland money, you know." He 
[Lam Yam Kuen] wishes he could bring his uncle to the club, to watch the 
homecoming with him ... 
Uncle Cheuk, he decides, will continue playing mahjeuk right up to his 
deathbed. 
The lukewarm attitude that Uncle Cheuk shows towards the 1997 Handover somehow 
represents the voice of the subaltern. Hong Kong people like the characters addressed in 
the first part of the story simply shows no specific interest in paying attention to the 
1997 Handover as little disturbance would the historical event cause to their ordinary 
lives. 
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The group of Hong Kong people pinpointed in Uncle Cheuk's restaurant in Sha 
Tin, thus, form a rather great contrast with the social circle introduced in the second part 
of the short story in terms of education level and social background. In the second part 
of the story, the setting involved is a high-rank restaurant located in Tai Koo Place. As 
highlighted in the story, there are expatriate customers, like English people and 
Caucasians, who visit Hong Kong from time to time. To those foreign visitors of Hong 
Kong, the 1997 Handover is no more than one of the many other historical events that 
they would like to witness along the current of time. The idea of throwing a party on the 
date of the 1997 Handover is merely a social tactic. In the story, Mr. and Mrs. Chacko 
represent the upper class expatriates who stay and live in Hong Kong mainly for 
business purpose. To most of them, the change of sovereignty may not greatly affect 
their living as they would always enjoy the freedom to stay or leave the place. It justifies, 
again, why Xu Xi merely focuses on writing the insignificant details involved in the 
party, such as the drinks and cuisine served. To a certain extent, the picture truly 
describes the concern of the expatriates for the 1997 Handover. Once the party is over, 
they just leave: "Fifteen minutes into the program，the Chacko table disperses. Lam bids 
them goodbye ... They head out towards the bullet elevators, discussing taxi 
arrangements" (Xu, 2001: 30). Despite their richness and education level, the future of 
Hong Kong does not really occupy the expatriates' hearts since they are, by the way， 
honorable guests who are always welcomed to the place. 
Then, an interesting question soon bumps into mind: regarding the 1997 
Handover, which group of people would really take the event as the significant moments 
in Hong Kong history? It is probably based upon the above unanswered question that Xu 
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Xi gains her inspiration to write about the insignificant moments in the history of Hong 
Kong. Drawing reference from Mr. Deng's maximaddressed in the epigraph of the 
short story (Xu, 2001:23): 
"It doesn't matter if a cat is black or white，as long as it catches mice" Deng 
Xiao Ping. 
To most Hong Kong people, what they concern most about the future of Hong Kong in 
relation to the change of sovereignty is whether Hong Kong can remain prosperous 
despite the end of the colonial rule. Extending Mr. Deng's saying into a political 
metaphor，Xu Xi not only represents 1990s' Hong Kong in terms of restaurants which 
serve people of various social settings, but also represent Hong Kong with reference to a 
black-and-white cat (Xu, 2001:25): 
"Siu Gau, you feed the cat?" 
. . .Siu Gau replies. "That cat is one fat critter." 
"And it's scared of mice! When it sees a mouse it runs the other way. You saw 
that, right?,，Cheuk waves his chopsticks to illustrate its flight path. 
Siu Gau ambles over and sits at a nearly table ... "Yeah, saw that. Crazy, 
black-and-white, flea-infested thing." 
"Scared of mice. Some cat." Cheuk laughs heartily, a big belly laugh ... 
"That's cos it's neither black nor white" Siu Gau adds. 
"Not like 'Honorable Sir' Deng's!" 
On the surface, the episode illustrated above is just a practical joke being inserted into 
the story. However, such a locally circulated practical joke does effectively reflect the 
14 Dated from the contractual arrangement settled for the 1997 Handover, i.e. Sino-British Joint 
Declaration announced on December 1984. 
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economic and social concern hidden in the mind of a specific group of Hong Kong 
people. In "Insignificant Moments in the History of Hong Kong", nevertheless, Xu Xi 
does not depict that specific group of Hong Kong people in details. Instead, she just 
ambiguously refers them as "the thirty and forty-something Chinese members" (Xu, 
2001: 28) who fill up the "Butterfield's Soong Club" (Xu, 2001: 26) for the 1997 
Handover. Referring to the situation that Hong Kong people face in relation to the 
change of sovereignty, "the thirty and forty-something Chinese members" (Xu, 2001: 28) 
may be read as the middle-aged educated middle-class local Chinese who was bom 
between the 1950-60s and spent tremendous efforts on establishing their careers and 
wealth over the decades of 1970s and 1980s. To most of them, the maxim that Mr. Deng 
announces with reference to Hong Kong does not necessarily cast away the fear and 
uncertainty aroused by the change of sovereignty. "The thirty and forty-something 
Chinese members" (Xu, 2001: 28), hence, becomes the group of Hong Kong people who 
takes the 1997 Handover most seriously in the history of Hong Kong. Still, rather 
disappointingly, their voice remains hidden in Xu Xi's short story and the articulation of 
Hong Kong histories is yet to be fully completed. ‘ 
Concluding Remarks 
As mentioned in the introductory paragraphs, it is interesting to note that Xu Xi 
presents her version of Hong Kong histories in reverse chronological order, starting from 
the nineties to the sixties. As Xu Xi published History's Fiction in 2001，a couple of 
years after the 1997 Handover, it is more convincing to claim that the 1990s is a critical 
decade which triggers Xu Xi's interest in reorganizing the histories that belong to Hong 
Kong people. Just as she illustrated in the preface of History 's Fiction, Xu Xi prefers the 
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idea of regarding “history as narrative, as a chronicle of development" (Xu, 2001: ii). 
The sequence of delivering the histories of Hong Kong from the 1990s to the 1960s then 
fits the context of tracing back the configuration of the city through an alternative 
discourse in fictions. As a matter of fact, the city of Hong Kong in the 1990s has already 
been developed as such a cosmopolitan rendezvous that it is difficult for one to define 
what kind of people and events should be preserved in or eliminated from the history. 
By setting up a clear framework of dated time and space, Xu Xi narrates the histories of 
Hong Kong through a number of motifs, such as Chung King Mansion, the MTR, 
classical music and restaurants. Although the motifs contain histories of Hong Kong, it 
is undeniable that the motifs exist in the reader's current living environment without 
gaining the attention they deserve. The idea of writing the histories of Hong Kong in 
fictions dated from the 1990s to 1960s helps historicize the evolvement of a colonial 
Hong Kong in terms of post-colonial discourse. The configuration of Hong Kong in 
History's Fiction may then be read as a memoir which witnesses how "the intrusive 
quality of history" (Xu, 2001: ii) shapes the making of Hong Kong through the four 
decades. 
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Chapter Four 
Histories that Live: 
David T.K. Wong's Hong Kong Stories 
Comparing Xu Xi's History's Fiction with David T.K. Wong's Hong Kong 
Stories, it is interesting to note that they indicate a similar interest in presenting the 
histories of Hong Kong through fiction, an alternative discourse for Hong Kong histories 
that is being examined in this thesis. In History 's Fiction, it is noticeable that Xu Xi 
delicately groups the histories of Hong Kong into separate decades. The dated timeframe 
then allocates proper motifs to signify the history of Hong Kong in particular periods. 
However, as Bill Ashcroft has commented: "History is a method rather than a truth, an 
institutional formalization of stories we tell ourselves to make sense of our lives" 
(Ashcroft, 2001: 86)，the process of sense-making very often fails to conceal what has 
happened in the past as the past and prevents it from influencing the present. Pinpointing 
the enduring nature of histories, in this chapter, the central idea involves examining how 
Wong deals with historical elements that dwell across different generations. Very often, 
the official discourse of Hong Kong history focuses on formalizing people and events 
into chronicles that are restrictedly located within dated time and space. Such 
arrangement, nevertheless, not only delimits the relation between the past and the 
present, but also oversimplifies the interaction between history and mankind. The idea of 
rearticulating histories in fiction then caters to the quest for having an alternative 
discourse to examine the ways how histories dwell in people's life. In this chapter, 
textual analysis would be placed on three individual stories selected from Wong's Hong 
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Kong Stories, namely "Miss Tsushima", "The Cocktail Party" and "The Revolt of 
Grass". 
"Miss Tsushima": National Histories that Live in Personal Memories 
In "Miss Tsushima", Wong ambitiously locates the historical incident of "the 
Rape of Nanking" (Wong, 1996: 79)，also known as the Nanjing Massacre, in a romance 
between a Hong Kong businessman and a Japanese interpreter. According to the 
historical records of the Nanjing Massacre, it was in December 1937 that Nanjing fell to 
the Japanese Imperial Army. The Japanese army launched a massacre for six weeks. The 
official history of the Nanjing Massacre only reminds Chinese people of bloodshed and 
national hatred. Further historical reference may be drawn from The Nanjing Massacre, 
The Nanjing Massacre in History and Historiography and The Nanjing Massacre: a 
Japanese Journalist Confronts Japan's National Shame, presenting historical analysis 
from authors that dwell across three different nations and cultures, namely western, 
Chinese as well as Japanese people. Instead of delivering the history of the Nanjing 
Massacre in a gloomy tone, David T.K. Wong initiates the reader to further explore the 
historical issue by narrating a mysterious romance. The complex gender relation 
develops and intertwines with the paradoxical historical past that dwells in the minds of 
most Chinese and Japanese. In the beginning of the story, Hong Kong is merely 
introduced as a free trade market: "Hong Kong is devoid of natural resources. Nearly all 
our food is imported, not to mention much of our water ... We believe firmly in free and 
open markets" (Wong, 1996: 63). As the speech involves introducing China's "open 
trading policy" (Wong, 1996: 64) to the Japanese, it is likely that the story is set between 
the 1980s and the 1990s even though there is no specific date assigned to the story. The 
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rest of the story is then occupied by the cross-cultural romance. Echoing what Xu Xi 
addresses in the preface of History's Fiction, there are two recurrent themes that 
consistently dwell in Hong Kong Stories: 
First was an obsession with the private space of lives, how people love, 
despair, rejoice, confront, deny, regret，define and re-define personal existence 
within the boundaries of, and from a connection to, Hong Kong. The second 
was the intrusive quality of history in the making, most notably, the 
"handover." (Xu, 2001: ii). 
The idea of presenting how histories may intrude into one's individual life provokes 
innovative thought on tackling historical issues that outlive the generation in which they 
originally existed. Wong's "Miss Tsushima" indicates the author's attempt to highlight 
the historical burdens that have been adversely affecting the relation between China and 
Japan throughout the century. As Hong Kong was also invaded by Japan during the 
Second World War, it is not surprising to note that the Nanjing Massacre also makes 
deep impression in the mind of Hong Kong people. 
First of all, in "Miss Tsushima", as the intimacy between the two protagonists 
develops, fragmented historical details of the Nanjing Massacre (1937-1938) are also 
unveiled. Like the protagonists in Xu Xi's History Fiction, the male protagonist, Yung, 
suffers clashes from a specific scope of history that can somehow be associated with his 
current living. Superficially, Yung is subjected to the wounds accumulated in his 
personal history, manipulated by the patriarchal hierarchy: 
a confusion of memories washed over him and suddenly the floodgates 
holding back the sterility and loneliness of life burst and swamped him with. 
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despair. He looked back over the solitary decades bereft of father, of wife, of 
daughter (Wong, 1996: 76). 
Underneath, Yung's barren past originates from the Japanese invasion of China in the 
Second World War: "Among their victims had been his own father, tortured and 
beheaded for nothing more heinous than smuggling some medicine into an internment 
camp for a sick friend" (Wong, 1996:67). The death of Yung's father causes 
irremediable harm on his childhood memories: "As a boy he had often spent restless 
nights trying to understand the meaning of his father's death" (Wong, 1996: 66). In the 
official discourse of Hong Kong history, although details are given in relation to the 
cause and effect of the tragic incident, it does not directly deal with the historical 
burdens that pass beyond history, inheriting from generation to generation. In the story， 
both the male and female protagonists suffer problematic bitterness in life as they carry 
the pain that accumulates in the collective history of their own families and nations. 
Reading the lives of the protagonists, thus, involves exploring how the history of the 
Nanjing Massacre remains unsettled throughout the years. The short story again 
provides an alternative discourse and delivers different versions of the history of "the 
Rape of Nanking" (Wong, 1996: 79) through the protagonists' personal memories that 
are imprinted by national and familial histories. While official discourse requires 
absolute formalization of histories into History, the discourse of fiction allows the co-
existence of various versions of histories that dwell in individuals' memories without 
causing unnecessary accusation or controversy. 
Yung's loss of father in the Japanese invasion then functions as a tie which links 
the protagonist's life with the history of a bitter past that belongs to all Chinese. In 
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"Miss Tsushima", Yung and his mother illustrate how individuals may cope with 
familial or national histories that are related to the Japanese invasion. To Yung's mother, 
hatred remains the sole resolution: "His mother could not show him the way to escape. 
She could only point in the direction of implacable hatred" (Wong, 1996: 66). To Yung, 
the familial as well as national insult that lives in his personal memories also entraps him 
in "a maze of his own creation" (Wong, 1996: 66). First, as the only son in the family, 
he keeps crushing himself beneath the historical burden of paradoxical familial and 
national hatred: "From his earliest childhood his mother had trained him to hate all 
Japanese. She had held them responsible for stealing China's lands, sacking its cities, 
raping its women and slaughtering its children" (Wong, 1996: 66). Apart from the 
familial hatred, Yung is also subjected to the confinement of his previous marriage. As a 
middle-aged divorced man, though Yung is not physically or legally bounded by the 
system of marriage, he is still spiritually entangled with the phantom of marriage and its 
by-product, the ideal of being a proper husband and father, in patriarchy (Wong, 1996: 
70): 
Since the break-up of his marriage he had shied away from feminine 
entanglements. He was fearful of fresh relationships turning out as disastrously 
as his marriage. The helpless pain he had felt when his ex-wife spirited their 
daughter away still rankled with him. 
Yung's failure in his marriage as well as fatherhood, on one hand, may be regarded as an 
inherited void which is rooted from the prolonged absence of paternal love since his 
babyhood. On the other hand, it also signifies Yung's unconscious longing for self-
assertion through pursuing an ideal figure of fatherhood. Yung's image of self, which 
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originally should have been nurtured through modeling himself on his father, is now 
blurred since he has been deprived of paternal love since the Japanese invasion (Wong, 
1996: 79). Furthermore, Yung's fading memory for his father often interlocks with an 
ambiguous sense of estrangement and confusing national hatred: "That seemed to him 
both impractical and contrary to his own instincts. He could no more hate a nation he did 
not know than love a father he could not remember" (Wong, 1996: 66). 
Through depicting Yung's psychological burdens rooted from the Japanese 
invasion, Wong uses the discourse of histories in fiction to configure the city of Hong 
Kong. Yung's encounter with Miss Tsushima forms a parody of the incongruous 
relations among Hong Kong, China and Japan, especially in the postcolonial context. In 
"Miss Tsushima", though Yung claims to be a rather westernized hongkongyan who 
bears no conservative patriarchal mindset - "My family line will definitely end with me. 
That is not too important in Hong Kong nowadays. We have become quite Westernized" 
(Wong, 1996: 74) - he does not discard his Chinese cultural heritage totally. Rather, 
there are various illustrations in the text that show how the Chinese way of thinking is 
embedded in Yung's thought even without his notice. First of all, by observing how 
Yung adopts the "male-gaze" in looking at Miss Tsushima, it is not difficult to recognize 
the unreasonable, but subtle sense of unpleasantness that Yung holds against the 
Japanese. For instance, there are five consecutive complete paragraphs spent on 
depicting Yung's secret browse on Miss Tsushima's appearance in the beginning of the 
story, in which there is far more appraisal reflecting dislike, rather than appreciation: 
"As Miss Tsushima interpreted in a falsetto voice, Yung tried to identify why she was so 
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disconcerting on the eye. She was not ugly nor were her mannerisms unrefined. It was 
just that certain elements about her did not mesh" (Wong, 1996: 63). 
Furthermore, there are also traces of cultural skepticism presented as Yung 
observes other Japanese businessmen: "How they baffled him! How they hid their 
desires beneath layers of pleasantries and rituals! Everything about them, from their 
guttural grunts and startling intakes of breath to their shut and unrevealing faces, seemed 
designed to put foreigners off stride. If only they pursued their objective with the 
hectoring arrogance of Americans or the polished deviousness of Europeans he would 
know how to handle them. But their very politeness left him struck for suitable 
responses，，(Wong, 1996: 65). Under the influence of the hidden prejudgment dominant 
in Yung's way of thinking, all the courtesy and mannerism of those Japanese turns not 
into a mark of humility, but hypocrisy and unexposed aggression. The expansion of 
Japanese overseas exports market since the post-war period just reminds Yung of the 
shadow of militarism that Japan adopted in WWII (Wong, 1996: 65): 
Over the years he had watched them conjure out of the ashes of defeat the 
industrial juggernaut now flooding the world with motor vehicles, 
machinery ... They had all but established the "co-prosperity sphere" in the 
Far East they had once sought through force of arms. What was next on their 
agenda? Were there limits to their ambition? 
Yung's mistrustful attitude towards the Japanese in the trading market just parallels with 
the paradoxical antagonistic impression that Yung was spoon-fed since childhood. It 
also indicates the prolonged cultural discrepancy between the two nations which 
generates so much cultural misunderstanding. 
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Ironically, Yung's romance with Miss Tsushima not only forms another parody 
of the questionable relation between Hong Kong and Japan due to the tragic humiliation 
that China suffered from the Japanese invasion (Wong, 1996: 79)，but also liberates a 
moment of epiphany for Yung to re-comprehend the neglected half of the trauma that 
the Japanese generations have been shouldering as well. Metaphorically, Yung's erotic 
desire towards Miss Tsushima just parodies the Japanese occupation of China (Wong, 
1996: 77): 
On an impulse he kissed her ... When she did not resist his further 
explorations beneath the dressing gown he carried her off to bed. "Itai, itai," 
Miss Tsushima moaned, as he gave rein to his desire. That foreign and 
incomprehensible word sounded strangely exciting . . . H e took it to be an 
indication of pleasure, or of release，and each cry spurred him into greater 
ardor. 
The author's detailed description of Yung's sexual sensation not only reveals the 
instinctive pleasure that men enjoy in relishing a female body, but also mocks at the 
unnoticed intrusion that may take place among different cultures and nations due to 
misassumption, misconception or misinterpretation: "When Miss Tsushima stirred and 
opened her eyes, he smiled affectionately and asked: "What does "itai" mean?" ... Her 
demurral seemed both charming and provocative, so he kept coaxing her, mimicking her 
cries, until she finally whispered: "It means painful.，，(Wong, 1996: 77). The regretful 
response from Yung after learning the true meaning of "itai" just indicates how easily 
one may have built his/her own selfish fulfillment at the expense of others: “1, m sorry! 
I'm sorry!" Yung cried. "I didn't mean to hurt you. I had no idea" (Wong, 1996: 78). 
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Furthermore, the very limited point of view and unreliable perspective that Yung 
possesses in the narration also reflects the sense of incomprehensibility and anxiety that 
Hongkongyan may have towards Chinese culture as well as other historical ties involved: 
"All the while, as he listened to that tragic story, he had been assailed by mixed 
emotions. He felt foolish for misinterpreting Miss Tsushima's behavior. But at the same 
time he felt pity for ... He experienced astonishment, too, that Miss Tsushima's ready 
smiles concealed so much inner turmoil. He felt strangely moved" (Wong, 1996: 81). 
The complex emotions erupted in the incident in Yung's sensibility just amazingly 
counteracts with the well established mercenary mindset that Hongkongyan may have 
developed as Hong Kong evolves into a cosmopolitan city under the guidance of British 
colonial ruling (Wong, 1996: 75, 76): 
How long had it been since he harbored such brave sentiments? When did he 
last demand a moral purpose to life or wrestle with the inner meaning of 
existence . . .He had discovered the cynicism of the powerful and the hardness 
of heart of the supposedly educated ... He had therefore concluded that 
concern for the human condition invited unnecessary pain; striving after ideals 
was a waste of time. It was better to mind one's own business, to find a safe 
comer for making a decent living. 
The prolonged separation from its mother country, China, has already reduced the 
patriotism. Hence, by juxtaposing the historical burdens that Yung and Miss Tsushima 
have inherited respectively from their own national cultures, the author not only has 
woven a mysterious plotting for a cross-cultural romance, but also has indirectly 
pinpointed the sensitive political issues hidden behind. 
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If one interprets Yung's father as the representation of the tragic past that the 
Chinese nation has suffered from the humiliation and trauma in "the Rape of Nanking" 
(Wong, 1996: 79)，Yung's mother may signify the suffering present which is mostly 
resulted from the cultural reluctance to forgive and then forget. The two parental images 
coexist in the story across the dimension of time and space and enhance the tragic effect 
highlighted in the end of the story. Therefore, the epiphany that Yung experiences in the 
story does not necessarily signify a satisfactory resolution for the prolonged historical 
conflict. In "Miss Tsushima", Wong configures the city of Hong Kong as Yung, a 
middle-aged businessman who has already lost “the ability to dream" (Wong, 1996: 82) 
after his long-term settlement in a cynical urban way of living. The configuration then 
suggests a sense of futility as Yung remarks that "now it was too late" and fails to utter 
any significant responses to the "naked" Miss Tsushima in the end of the story. Miss 
Tsushima's wholehearted apology and mythical atonement made on the behalf of the 
nation of Japan do not actually take place in the official discourse of histories that is 
related to the Nanjing Massacre. The acknowledgement that Yung delivers in the end of 
the story: "Thank for your most precious gift. I shall treasure it always. I wish your 
father the peace he seeks" (Wong, 1996: 82) provides an unhistorical, but somehow 
comforting ending that may resolve the cross-national hatred embedded in history. 
"The Cocktail Party": Socio-Cultural Histories that Live in Hong Kong Society 
Another interesting issue to explore in Wong's collection of Hong Kong Stories 
is how the author configures the city of Hong Kong with a set of social stereotypes. In 
“The Cocktail Party", the narrator introduces a social setting which usually captures no 
more attention than a gossip column about the celebrities in the tabloid. In the story, 
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nevertheless, the narrator historicizes it as a "rite" (Wong, 1996: 27) that presents quite a 
number of socio-cultural histories hidden in the society: 
The cocktail party is an all-purpose rite in darkest Hong Kong. It can be used 
to celebrate a betrothal, an anniversary or a national day, to gain face or to 
give face, to launch a business, to seal a contract or to reassure a creditor. It 
can be employed just as easily to turn a heart, to slight an enemy or to forestall 
a social death. Chinese Communist cadres adapt to it in no time at all. 
Sometimes even the underworld flouts the success of its criminal undertakings 
with such parties. 
Despite the "multifarious uses of the cocktail party" (Wong, 1996: 27)，it is not usual for 
the official discourse of Hong Kong History to fully surface all of them. Very often, 
cocktail parties are portrayed merely as events of transient glamour, a rendezvous for 
entrepreneurs and celebrities to assert their social status and power relations. They may 
also be considered as the by-products of the commercial development imposed upon 
Hong Kong since the colonial rule. Cocktail parties, thus, manifest the effects of money 
and power on the Hong Kong society. 
To fully unveil what Wong addresses as the "darkest Hong Kong" (Wong, 1996: 
27)，the author first highlights the prominent social stereotype that somehow delimits the 
configuration of Hong Kong as a mercenary cosmopolitan in many Hong Kong English 
fictions. In "The Cocktail Party", the cocktail party, on one hand, is the verisimilitude 
which configures Hong Kong as the heaven for gold-diggers. On the other hand, the 
cocktail party also triggers a perspective which counter-configures Hong Kong as a 
place that is mercenary, but human. In Wong's "The Cocktail Party", the cocktail party 
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sparks an extra-marital affair between a middle-aged entrepreneur, K.B. Woo and a 
twenty-year-old public relation trainee, LuLu. As the omniscient narrator keeps 
revealing how the protagonist, Woo, in spite of being a well respected guest in numerous 
occasions of cocktail parties，finds the cocktail parties no more than "an interminable 
bore" (Wong, 1996: 27): 
As the most famous tycoon in a city replete with taipans and captains of 
industry, he is the darling of the cocktail cult. His name figures on the 
invitation lists of virtually everybody pretending to the upper crust. It is not 
unusual, therefore, for him to attend three or four cocktail parties in a single 
day. (Wong, 1996: 27) 
To the protagonist, the cocktail party reminds him of his personal history of leaping 
from the low-income class, as "the impecunious son of a roadside hawker of fish balls 
and noodles" (Wong, 1996: 27)，to the upper class, as "chairman of Trans Universal 
Enterprises" (Wong, 1996: 27). On one hand, the "untasted glamour of such occasions" 
(Wong, 1996: 27) had once been the motivation for him to "hanker after" success (Wong, 
1996: 27) as he climbed along the social ladders. On the other hand, the cocktail party 
has already become an "imposition" (Wong, 1996: 28) which "[deflects] him from the 
serious business of exploiting the greed of others" (Wong, 1996: 28): 
He attends them grudgingly, however, as a concession to his shareholders, his 
financial backers and the legion of photographers, financial journalists and 
social reporters who keep his name in the public eye. He knows that 
unexplained absence would provide grist for the rumour mills 
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Just as Timothy Weiss addresses in "Hong Kong and David T.K. Wong's Hong 
Kong Stories”, there is a number of Hong Kong stories which "dwell on moral and 
ethical complications and the twists and turns of fate in contemporary Hong Kong" 
(Weiss, 2004: 98). Hidden violations against social convention, legal confinement as 
well as cultural forbiddance are motifs that surface in Hong Kong stories from time to 
time. Echoing what Weiss describes as the "labyrinthine" (Weiss, 2004: 98) quality of 
Hong Kong city life: 
things are never quite what they seem, and one rarely achieves one's ends by 
moving directly in a straight line ... as if the situations that make up Hong 
Kong have themselves a shadowy as well as a transparent quality. (Weiss, 
2004:98) 
"The Cocktail Party" tackles with the unfulfilled quest for lust and love of a successful 
businessman in an affair outside marriage. Through the extra-marital romance of the 
protagonists, the author explores the meaning of money and human relations nurtured in 
the Hong Kong society, which is frequently stereotyped as a money-oriented 
commercial city. In the story, the narrator focuses on depicting how the male protagonist, 
Woo, who can be read as brand name produced by the mercenary society, himself also 
finds "the rituals of the cocktail cult" (Wong, 1996: 28) unbearable: 
He resents their artificiality and their pretences. Mixing with mediocrities is 
bad enough, but the charade of smiling at dowagers with vanities as 
outrageous as their over-rouged faces, of humoring commercial parasites 
wheedling for crumbs of insider information ... 
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Despite his hatred towards such "artificiality" (Wong, 1996: 28), the male protagonist 
nevertheless has also configured a love affair outside marriage with his money and 
social power. As the male protagonist approaches his secret lover, Lulu, in their very 
first encounter in the cocktail party, he knows down from the bottom of his heart that 
their relationship is a sort of lustful possession, rather than mutual love: 
He had meant to win her in the same way he would acquire a hotel chain or 
order a new supertanker, but a strange emotion that went beyond the mere joy 
of possession soon invaded his person. An arrangement had bee swiftly 
arrived at. He would provide for Lulu's financial security and creatures 
comforts in return for her favors. (Wong, 1996: 30) 
As the romance between the protagonists develops, their exchange of lustful comfort and 
material security becomes even more obvious (Wong, 1996: 32): 
"You have been so good to me, darling," Lulu had said. "You have been the 
soul of generosity. How can I ever repay your kindness?" 
"By loving me. Or at least by pretending to love me," he had replied with a 
teasing chuckle. 
Superficially, "The Cocktail Party" only affirms the social stereotype that has been 
already imposed on the Hong Kong society. It is only until the end of the story that an 
ironic twist appears. Lulu, the secret lover who is mostly configured out of Woo's 
money and power, proposes leaving the protagonist and marries a "real-estate magnate" 
(Wong, 1996: 34), who possesses social status and financial power comparable to the 
protagonist's. On the one hand, by breaking the heart of a sophisticated man like the 
protagonist, the author gives a twist and unveils the human side of the superfluous and 
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mercenary culture that have fogged the society of Hong Kong. Still, on the other hand, 
the protagonist's well equipped self-control displayed in the last scene somehow 
suggests that the artificiality and pretension embedded in the society may be perceived 
as a means to survive in such a contradictive and competitive environment like the city 
of Hong Kong: 
As he makes his way to his next engagement, he digests the implications of 
Chang's news with a slow brew of jealousy and outrage. But in spite of his 
inner turmoil, he sees also the irony in the situation. Lulu had merely seized 
the initiative and exercised that entrepreneurial spirit that successful 
businessman like himself are forever pontificating about to the young ... Well 
one lives and leams, and what he has just leamt is that there is no limit to the 
usefulness of cocktail parties (Wong, 1996: 35). 
Unlike the plotting of the previous stories, Wong does not incorporate any single 
significant historical events in Hong Kong History in "The Cocktail Party". Still, the 
complex nature of the cocktail parties impresses the reader and certainly historicizes the 
hidden aspects of the society of Hong Kong that deserve a place in the alternative 
discourse of Hong Kong history in fictions. 
"The Revolt of Grass": Hidden Histories that Live in the Hong Kong Spirit 
In "The Revolt of Grass", David T.K.Wong configures the society of Hong Kong 
through the perspective of an illegal immigrant, Yun. In the beginning of the story, 
instead of highlighting the individual characteristics of the protagonist, the author 
focuses on depicting the physical desire of the collective "they" (Wong, 1996: 92), a 
group of illegal immigrants who share the same fate with the protagonist. As the group 
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travels as pirated labor from Mainland China to Hong Kong, the account of their 
prolonged suffering also begins: 
They longed for their evening meal and the accompanying bottles of chilled 
beer. They thought mostly of the beer and its refreshing coldness rushing 
down their gullets. The unaccountable absence of both confounded them, 
filling them with a niggling uneasiness. (Wong, 1996: 92) 
Apart from bearing the hunger and thirst, "they" have to dress up as "the Hong Kong 
proletariat" (Wong, 1996: 92) in order to disguise themselves as local construction site 
workers: 
The men were dressed alike in tee shirts, denim jeans and joggers or tennis 
shoes, the standard uniform of the Hong Kong proletariat. Their clothes， 
supplied by their recruiters to disguise their China origins, were now torn and 
soiled by cement dust, paint, rust and sawdust. (Wong, 1996: 92) 
Instead of merely dressing as local laborers, "they" are assigned to engage in various 
physically demanding jobs once they arrive in Hong Kong: "The ravages of six weeks of 
unloading steel bars, hauling building materials and other brutal labor had taken their 
toll" (Wong, 1996: 92). Despite the hardship they endure in daily labor work, they are 
not guaranteed with any safe and comfortable shelter: "They began cursing and fidgeting 
outside the ramshackle wooden shed that had passed as their dormitory for the last six 
weeks" (Wong, 1996: 92). It is from their accommodation which formerly functions as a 
"pigsty" (Wong, 1996: 92) that the collective “they” (Wong, 1996: 92) are nurtured with 
a sense of "budding comradeship" (Wong, 1996: 93). 
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Apart from the insecure living shelter, the strong sense of brotherhood developed 
may also be rooted in the hidden dangers that "they" (Wong, 1996: 93) might all 
encounter: 
They had knowingly embarked upon an enterprise considered illegal on both 
sides of the border. If things really went wrong, a stint in a Hong Kong prison 
stared them in the face. At the end of their sentences, reform camps still 
awaited them back home, to purge them of any bourgeois contagion they 
might have picked up. (Wong, 1996: 93) 
In order to avoid being recognized as illegal immigrants, "they" (Wong, 1996: 93) are 
threatened to remain silent most of the time. In spite of being newcomers to the Hong 
Kong society, they are depicted as intruders, rather than welcomed guests, to the 
rendezvous. Their voices are silenced so that no one would realize how unfair they are 
being treated under the wicked manipulation of the "shadowy organization trading in 
human resources" (Wong, 1996: 93): 
Another piece of advice is not to chatter in public. Your village accents will 
give you away. Keep to yourselves. You're safest at your work place or back 
here at your dormitory ... The villagers won't bother you ... But don't go 
gawking at the shops in town. That, too, will give you away. If you want to 
buy cigarettes or other things, tell one of my men. (Wong, 1996: 95) 
It is through the distorted protection from the triad society that the collective "they" 
(Wong, 1996: 96) remain totally inaccessible to the Hong Kong public. According to the 
author's description, the illegal immigrants are depicted as a group of subaltern who 
totally lose their power of speech as they emerge into the society of Hong Kong. They 
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live and work in Hong Kong as the discarded and trade their flesh mainly for bringing 
money back home in Mainland: 
He [the protagonist] had made up his mind to return to China, to Sau Har and 
their children, once he got the next payment. (Wong, 1996: 95) 
Therefore, in “The Revolt of Grass", Hong Kong is again interestingly narrated as a 
rendezvous, providing transient opportunities for money hunters. In contrast with the 
socialist practice in Mainland China, Hong Kong is depicted as a place which "party 
cadres" (Wong, 1996: 93) from the People's Republic of China may officially condemn 
as "decadent and iniquitous" (Wong, 1996: 93). The colonial status that Hong Kong was 
imposed upon before the 1997 Handover distanced the society from Mainland China as 
the former one practices a capitalist market economy while the latter one despises any 
capitalist values. 
Hong Kong, thus, is configured as both a tempting, but also rotten place for 
dream seekers and gold hunters: 
Yun pitied the rest of the group their recklessness and naivety. He had been 
driven by desperation, but the rest ...had been lured by prospects of earning 
more in a day than they could in a month back in their socialist motherland. 
Even Kwong had been motivated by little more than the desire to acquire 
modem household appliances that would attract him a wife. To risk death and 
imprisonment for so little seemed the height of foolishness. (Wong, 1996: 93) 
It is through the physical unease that the collective "they" undergo that David 
T.K. Wong's further exploration of the hidden personal and familial histories that the 
protagonist suppresses: 
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He did not allow his coarse-grained, weather-beaten face to betray his worries, 
however. He had long ago trained himself to shut his feelings from the world, 
to drain his face of expression and to hood his eyes into two dull, dark pebbles. 
He had set his mouth tightly and uncommunicatively ... The appearance he 
presented to the world was a disguise, a camouflage first suggested by his 
father. (Wong, 1996: 96) 
Despite the familiar success stories of how an individual survives in the society of Hong 
Kong，Wong does not aim at ending the short story by fulfilling the wishes of the 
protagonist. Nor does he end the story by shattering the dreams of the protagonist totally. 
On the surface, Wong configures the society of Hong Kong with a number of 
stereotypes, affirming the mercenary and unaffectionate image that Hong Kong has been 
assigned. However, as the author keeps revealing many of the hidden secrets embedded 
in the protagonist's personal histories throughout the story, the reader may discover that 
the configuration of Hong Kong in "The Revolt of Grass" is enriched as a very dynamic 
place. On one hand, the society is portrayed as an engulfing pitfall which draws the 
protagonist into endless tortures from money-oriented values: 
What a horrible place the world was! Why must it be filled with men who 
would grind down other men，creating suffering for the sake of some-
insignificant advantage ... Here there were the merciless bloodsuckers and 
brazen cheats. Life seemed nothing but a trap. (Wong, 1996: 104) 
By narrating Hong Kong as a profit-making city, David T.K. Wong fully depicts the bias 
that individuals may have developed towards the place. Borrowing Yun's identity as an 
intruder to the city, Wong pinpoints the stereotype and mimicry created in the society as 
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the British colonial rule promotes various forms of copycat effect. Mercenary values 
dominate the society as commercial and financial developments are highly respected in 
Hong Kong. Profit-seeking becomes the unspoken law that secretively guides the living 
of most Hong Kong people. On the other hand, despite the unaffectionate side that has 
been projected on to the place, there still embeds a sense of hope as the story develops. 
Even though the protagonist degrades his living in Hong Kong as "becoming a yoked 
animal" (Wong, 1996: 107)，the highly competitive environment also arouses the 
protagonist's determined desire for survival. Underneath, it is the protagonist's life 
motto to inherit the perseverance from his father: 
We live in times unfit for the exercise of intelligence or serious thought. 
Remember a blade of grass survives storms better than a tree braving the wind. 
Preserve yourself for better times. (Wong, 1996: 96) 
The motto has been providing motivation for the protagonist to escape from being a 
"social outcast" (Wong, 1996: 101) in Mainland, leaving behind the ambiguous 
historical burden developed from the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution (1966-1976). 
In the story, the protagonist is deprived of maternal parenting as his father is one of the 
victims being sent into the reform camp: 
He did not realize till later that his father was considered a reactionary. Being 
so regarded invited punishment. His father was duly sent to one of those 
ubiquitous camps for thought reform ... Later still, he leamt that even more 
severe punishments were dealt out to those labeled as capitalist-roaders, 
lackeys of imperialism, counter-revolution-aries and enemies of the people. He 
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was never clear what those terms meant, except that people so designated were 
doomed. (Wong, 1996: 96-97) 
In the story, it is due to the shadowy history of the Cultural Revolution that the 
protagonist starts developing a sense of doubt and hatred towards the central authority 
since his childhood. The protagonist's rebellious attitude towards the authority has 
developed into another episode in which the protagonist acts against the government's 
One-Child Policy and insists on having the second child in his family. The revolutionary 
act, nevertheless, again brings forth further sufferings to the protagonist as well as his 
family members. The idea of escaping to Hong Kong from Mainland provides an 
alternative for the protagonist to strike for a better tomorrow: "He did not know what 
tomorrow would bring but he knew if he clung to his perch long enough he would be 
rewarded by the sight of a new dawn" (Wong, 1996: 112). 
A comparison can be drawn between Wong's "The Revolt of Grass" and another 
story of his, "Red, Amber, Green". Just like the protagonist in "The Revolt of Grass", 
the protagonist in "Red, Amber, Green", Old Mak, is also an outcast who struggles for 
his own living in the city: 
It was around that time that he first became troubled by the thought that he 
was not meant for life in the city. The city seemed to suck vitality out of him 
like a leech. Then dead asphalt jarred his bones, sapped his energy and gave 
nothing in return . . . In the city the only return he ever got for his toil was the 
dull clink-clink of copper coins. (Wong, 1990: 106) 
In the story, the technological development of the city in transportation throughout the 
recent decades, which was positively recorded in the official view of Hong Kong 
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development, is again narrated in another view that belongs to the minority. While the 
official records, such as the information provided by the Transport Department in 
Annual Transport Digest published online in 1999-2006, focused on the diverse multi-
modal public transport system developed over the years, Wong provides another 
interesting perspective in "Red, Amber, Green". First of all, in "Red, Amber, Green", 
the protagonist is a rickshaw puller whose career is highly affected by the speedy 
development of Hong Kong transportation network: 
The whole tempo of life suddenly quickened and speed was of the essence in 
everything. Motor vehicles crowded the streets and pushed into obsolescence 
the more sedate forms of transportation. New traffic regulations were 
proclaimed to cater for such developments. Streets became designated only for 
one-way traffic and he had to learn new routings to get to old destinations. 
Familiar places where rickshaw pullers used to congregate to wait for fares 
suddenly became no parking zones and no stopping zones ... But worst of all, 
traffic lights began appearing at street comers like ugly mechanical monsters, 
with eyes forever blinking red, amber and green. (Wong, 1990: 108) 
From the official point of view, it seems that all the above-mentioned development 
indicates a systematic approach to traffic advancement. Yet, in the story, the protagonist 
presents his unwelcome feeling towards the changes taking place in the development of 
Hong Kong. Though the story is narrated by a third-person narrator, the adjectives 
chosen in describing the historical changes taking place in local traffic obviously bear a 
rather subjective and negative point of view. For instance, the installation of traffic lights 
are described as "ugly mechanical monsters" (Wong, 1990: 108). 
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Just like Yun in "The Revolt of Grass", Old Mak in “Red，Amber, Green" 
represents the silenced group in the society. Though they may only belong to a minority 
group, there is still a strong sense of hatred towards the lack of channel for voicing their 
own opinions in the public discourse. For instance, in "Red, Amber, Green", the 
protagonist, Old Mak, has been put into court for smoking opium. From the official 
point of view, it is both necessary and lawful for him to go through those juridical 
procedures. There are also strict regulations deciding when or where he should speak 
and declare his own statement in response to the charge. It sounds very logical and fair 
from the official view. However, in the story, the protagonist bursts out many 
complaints against the whole legal system: 
The whole proceeding was incomprehensible to him. He could not understand 
why no one wanted to hear the truth. If no one heard the truth, how could 
justice be done? He merely wanted to tell them about the terrible pain in his 
chest which led him to seek a smoke ...If he ran way with it, the owner might 
accuse him of theft. If he abandoned it, the owner would hold him responsible 
for the loss. What the sergeant said was true but it was not the whole truth ... 
Had he condemned himself already by failing to plead guilty like all the others? 
(Wong, 1990: 115-116) 
The two protagonists, Yun and Old Mak, in "The Revolt of Grass，，and "Red, 
Amber, Green", both face the same dilemma in accepting the fact that there is always a 
dominant discourse that is well respected and declared as the official one accepted by 
many people. Such imposition, on one hand, serves as an official view of judgment, and 
on other hand, also signifies system, power and authority. Just like the "witness box" 
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(Wong, 1990: 116) in court, the official discourse of history signifies the power of 
speech: 
If you speak from where you are, no one will ask you questions. If you speak 
from the witness box, your words will be more believable. If you speak from 
where you are, your words will be less believable. You can also say nothing, if 
you like. (Wong, 1990: 116) 
In "Red, Amber, Green", Wong again highlights the dilemma faced by the minority 
group in understanding the system and order in the city: 
The truth was the truth. How could it be more believable when uttered from 
one place as opposed to another? All the restrictions he had endured in the city 
over the years had been irksome enough but the rigmarole of the court seemed 
far more terrible. (Wong, 1990: 117) 
It is from the mistrust of the minority group towards the official discourse established in 
the city that the configuration of the city is also inevitably subjected to challenges: "Why 
should the city be different? In so thinking he suddenly realized how much his life had 
been diminished by the city." (Wong, 1990: 117). In both stories, the conflict，rather 
disappointedly, is only resolved by expelling the unwanted minority group out of the 
city. 
To conclude Wong's account of Hong Kong histories through a life story of an 
illegal immigrant, the reader may discover that the narration itself represents a specific 
point of view. Drawing reference from Homi Bhabha's discussion in "Of Mimicry and 
Man" highlighted in chapter one, it is observable that the configuration of Hong Kong in 
"The Revolt of Grass" arises mainly because of colonial mimicry: 
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colonial mimicry is the desire for a reformed, recognizable Other, as a subject 
of a difference that is almost the same, but not quite ... (Bhabha, 1994: 123). 
As the society of Hong Kong focuses on imitating its colonizer and fully practices the 
capitalist principles of living, materialistic fulfillment soon overrides many other values, 
including the moral ones. Instead of embracing all the virtues developed from the market 
economy adopted in western society, Hong Kong is depicted as a reduced duplication of 
its colonizer. The mimicry then soon develops as a recognizable Other, which is 
somehow deviated from the original. The mimicry, thus, creates a problematic 
representation of Hong Kong in which the limitations of the society far outweigh the 
prosperity on surface. Taking what the protagonist, Yun, experiences in the story as an 
example, it is interesting to note that the protagonist remains a castaway no matter in 
Hong Kong or in Mainland. The metaphor of bending like a blade of a grass then 
prevails in the story. On one hand, the protagonist is desperate for money and freedom. 
The protagonist's ambivalent hatred towards his motherland, China, rooted from his 
familial connection with the history of Cultural Revolution as well as the concurrently 
practiced One Child Policy has driven him to Hong Kong, which is presented as an 
undesirable but only alternative to strike for a better living: 
"One evening, after Yun and his family had been enduring their privations for 
three years, Kwong brought news of a recruiting agent in the neighborhood, 
seeking labourers for Hong Kong ... prospects of vast fortunes in a matter of 
months. There were risks, of course, but the rewards seemed to offer Yun a 
way out of his predicament" (Wong, 1996: 101). 
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Just like a blade of grass which bends under strong winds, the protagonist takes 
the risk of letting the triad society smuggle himself into Hong Kong as a means to 
survive. On the other hand, as the omniscient narrator in the story unveils the 
protagonist's negative perspective towards Hong Kong, it is obvious that the protagonist 
feels totally lost in the rendezvous: "His father had taught him to survive by bending like 
a blade of grass but each time he did so he felt reduced, with a bit more of his dignity 
stripped away" (Wong, 1996: 104). It is through the protagonist's hidden histories that 
the value of endurance is fully projected on the society. Superficially, it is the society 
which cramps the protagonist into hopelessness, forcing himself to bend like a broken 
blade of grass. Nevertheless, the protagonist's determined refusal to leave the society for 
the sake of his family in Mainland soon cultivates a spirit of perseverance. The 
protagonist's confrontation against the police force in the end of the story even 
dramatically displays a role model for the society to configure its own unique value and 
spirit which may counteract with corruptive deprivation and authoritative suppression: 
His heart felt like a canker within his breast. Bend! Bend! The advice of his 
father came back to him. "No more!" he wanted to cry out. "No more 
submission!" Then, suddenly, it dawned on him that his father had refused to 
bend in spite of his own advice! He had chosen death rather than to bend 
He had been misinterpreting his words all along. Those thoughts stopped him 
dead in his tracks. (Wong，1996: 106) 
It is through the protagonsit's courage to expose his hidden histories and anger to the 
public that the imprisonment of bending under suppression eventually collapse: 
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He looked down at the small crowd remaining outside the compound. He 
wanted to let them in on his secret. Servitude and tyrannies, policemen and 
security bureaux, barbed wires and prisons, did not have to be part of the 
natural order of things. All that was required was to shake off fear. (Wong, 
1996: 111) 
Wong's idea of delivering the hidden histories of an illegal immigrant who intrudes into 
the border of Hong Kong, thus, signifies far more than the bitter past of an isolated 
individual. Rather, the individual's life story shows a spirit, which Wong nurtures as the 
Hong Kong spirit in his writing of Hong Kong Stories. 
Concluding Remarks 
By pinpointing at the above-mentioned individual stories set in Wong's Hong 
Kong Stories, one may notice that the configuration of Hong Kong in fiction again 
provides an alternative discourse for local histories. In Xu Xi's History's Fiction, the 
histories of Hong Kong unveiled in the short stories are well contained in a 
chronological historical framework. There are traces of hints for the reader to relocate 
the fragmented histories of Hong Kong out of the assigned time and space. The idea of 
launching juxtaposition and contradiction between the official discourse for Hong Kong 
History and the alternative discourse for Hong Kong histories, hence, becomes more 
feasible. The temporal framework dated between the 1960s and the 1990s somehow 
entraps the protagonists in the colonial Hong Kong. The verisimilitude, however, not 
only provides a historical setting, but also delimits the understanding of histories as rigid 
indicators of marked dates and locations. 
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In this chapter, by introducing Wong's Hong Kong Stones as histories that 
outlive generations, it is believed that the writing of histories in fictions provides room 
for lengthening the life-span of complex historical issues that are yet to be dealt with. 
The three short stories selected in the collection of Hong Kong Stories embrace 
historical issues that haunt in various social settings of the Hong Kong society, namely 
the Japanese invasion, the rise of pragmatic Hong Kong values as well as the influx of 
illegal immigrants from Mainland China to Hong Kong. Despite the lack of assigned 
dates, it is not difficult for the reader to match the stories into the chronicle of Hong 
Kong histories and comprehend the joys and sorrows that the protagonists might have 
experienced in regard of the historical and social issues. The attempt then further 
supports the proposition of reading the configuration of Hong Kong in fictions as an 
alternative discourse for Hong Kong histories that live, no matter inside or outside the 
chronological layout. 
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Conclusion 
As introduced in the opening chapter, the relation between histories and fictions 
serves as an inseparable pillar that supports the literary discussion in this thesis. The two 
generic items are first introduced and defined etymologically. In terms of cognitive 
recognition, history and fiction are basically two independent areas that surface far more 
differences than similarities. The discussion in chapter one, thus, involves demarcating a 
context which accommodates or even facilitates the co-existence of histories and fictions. 
The process of contextualization takes place in both chapters one and two as references 
are drawn from three post-colonial critics, namely Edward Said, Gayatri Chakravorty 
Spivak and Homi Bhabha, in the field of colonial as well as post-colonial discourse. By 
embracing the notions of the Oriental Other, the subaltern, the colonial stereotype as 
well as mimicry, it is believed that the effect of historical interpolation in fiction may be 
fully magnified. 
The theoretical discussion in chapter one shows that post-coloniality is never an 
independent era that is totally isolated from coloniality. Colonial and post-colonial 
discourses can be read as a continuum that complements the other, rather than being 
counteracting units that overwrite each other. Drawing reference from Bill Ashcroft's 
discussion about historical interpolation, the idea of deciphering the histories embedded 
in fictions thus becomes further established. Instead of merely focusing on the official 
discourse established in Hong Kong History, this thesis concerns the hypothesis of 
contrasting the official discourse of Hong Kong History with an alternative discourse of 
Hong Kong histories rooted in Hong Kong English fictions. By highlighting such 
discourse as an alternative one, this thesis aims at hypothesizing that there are various 
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accounts of Hong Kong histories which significantly bear representativeness. In defining 
Hong Kong History as a major archive which officially records the history that configure 
the city, it is observed that the configuration of Hong Kong relies much on 
representation. There is an underlying targeted configuration which disciplines the 
development of the city throughout the decades. Such representation somehow 
safeguards the public image and international prestige of Hong Kong, no matter in the 
eras of coloniality or post-coloniality. The idea of analyzing the short stories written by 
Xu Xi and David T.K. Wong, thus, aims at examining the histories of Hong Kong that 
bear different degrees of representativenss, even though they may not necessarily 
conform to the established representation. 
As the scope of this research has been launched on Hong Kong English fictions, 
Andrew Parkin's idea of reading Hong Kong as a rendezvous inspires further 
understanding of the place. Apart from being recognized as a point of transit which is 
favorable for the exchange of goods and money flows, Hong Kong is also understood as 
a cultural rendezvous, attracting writers around the world to gather and commence their 
writing careers. Only by adopting the insight of regarding the city of Hong Kong as a 
gathering place, can one notice that the contributors to the configuration of Hong Kong 
in fictions may not necessarily be locally born, raised, educated Chinese writers who are 
thought to be familiar with Hong Kong or Chinese History. Rather, the idea of 
examining the literary works of Asian writers, like Xu Xi and Wong, brings forth room 
for further exploration of the interplay between histories and fictions. 
The rendezvous established in chapter two thus consolidates the subsequent 
chapters in which textual analysis of specific short stories in.Xu Xi's History's Fiction 
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and Wong's Hong Kong Stories are highlighted. Apart from playing the game of 
switching between genuine historical facts and fictional historical interpolation, the idea 
of tracing back to the histories of Hong Kong that dated from the 1960s to the 1990s also 
revitalize the studies of local histories. Various social and historical landmarks and icons 
embedded in the short stories by the two authors are subjected to detailed analysis. 
Superficially, the process of writing local histories into fictions does not really write a 
brand new page in post-colonial literature. In the short stories written by Xu Xi and . 
Wong, the reader may discover that the post-colonial Hong Kong is still tagged with a 
considerable amount of colonial stereotype and mimicry, falling into the various forms 
of entrapment raised by postcolonial critics, such as Said, Spivak and Homi Bhabha. Yet, 
instead of plainly re-narrating the colonial past that exists in the histories of Hong Kong, 
what Xu Xi and Wong have done in writing those historical narratives is indeed 
providing an alternative scope which at first surfaces those distorted representations and 
then mocks at or even challenges the established configuration of the city. 
As addressed in the beginning chapter of this thesis, the idea of configuring or even 
reconfiguring the city of Hong Kong through historical narrative indicates an effortful 
contribution from Hong Kong English writers who voice the uniqueness of Hong Kong. 
By framing the histories of the colonial Hong Kong with plots and characters that bear 
post-colonial insights, the publication of Hong Kong English fictions that celebrate the 
end of British colonial rule provides chances for Hong Kong people to reconsider their 
national and cultural positions. Nevertheless, as illustrated in the textual analysis 
launched in chapters three and four, the configuration of the city in Hong Kong English 
fictions remains rather unaccomplished. In the case of Hong Kong English writing, the 
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western facet of Hong Kong remains highly respected as it imitates its colonizer while 
the Chinese or non-westem facet of Hong Kong is continuously subjected to distortion. 
It is undeniable that the configuration of Hong Kong in post-colonial English writing 
provides a channel for the reader to reorganize their fragmented memories of historical 
incidents or issues that dash across the previous decades, especially the ones that are 
associated with the city's colonial past. Nevertheless, just as what Edward Said 
addresses in "Figures, Configurations, Transfigurations", the reading of non-European 
literature written in English requires the reader to interpret the texts as experiences, 
rather than mere fictions. Therefore, in order to successfully configure the post-colonial 
Hong Kong through historical narratives, it is of first importance to enhance both the 
awareness of the writers and the readers towards the power of configuration that is 
hidden in the interplay between histories and fictions in this specific area, known as 
histories in fictions. 
‘ ‘ . 
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